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lNSCAPE
is the inward qualiry of objects
as they are perceived
by the joined introJpection of a poet,
who in turn embodies them
in unique poeticforms.

GUli\IU) MANWY HOPKINS

A Tribute to Leslie Norris
Leslie Norris was B1Vs poet in residence befare his death in the spring if
2006. He was a member if both the IVelsh Acadmry and the Rqyal Socie[J1
q/ 1.iterat11re, the ftnt att!hor to he a memher of hoth. His passitt~ 1vas aJ!,n:at
loss to B1V, the co1mm111i(y, and the literary world.
Lance Larsen, a professor at B1V and former Inscape editor, st11died 1111der
Leslie and offers his trib11te.

LANCE LARSEN
Walking the White Fields

Behin<l his eyes lie the slim silver boys calle<l by my name.

H

e was a Welshman, this Leslie Norris, who came to the
Rocky Mountains by way of Seattle, a two-semester
stint that turned into twenty-five years. And we, lucky novice
poets, fell under his sway. Who was he? Epithets fail but
fail beautifully, so let us begin there. Singer of stones, pilot,
gardener, bicyclist of the clouds, soccer maven, translator
(only sometimes of words), CEO of the seasons, cataloguer
of grasses, late Romantic, medium, raconteur, pantheist,
scop, publicist of humrningbird and hawk, amateur pugilist,
pacifist, fisherman, walker of white fields, Isaiah of the senses,
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critic, breeder of love birds, dog whisperer, keeper of earth
wind water and fire.
The poem stands on its firm legs. Now I am cleaning
the teeth in its lion jaws with an old brush. I 'LI set it
wild on the running street, aimed at the hamstring, the
soft throat.

A poet who taught-and teaching, helped others to see:
that was Leslie. l can conjure the lessons in craft we scribbled
in our notebooks and, we hoped, on some permanent wall of
our psyches. "After finishing your masterpiece, cut the first
five lines and the last." " No adverbs." "Worry about verbs
first, then nouns." "Use adjectives only if they remake the
noun. Never a 'large elephant,' but maybe just maybe a 'tiny
elephant' or a 'scholar elephant."' Then there was the advice
about audience, also crucial. "\Vrite for the little old man in
Chicago who hasn't gone to college." Other lessons remain
harder to sum up. Once, visiting him in his office, away from
the hurly-b url y of the classroom, 1 asked, "What else can 1
do to become a writer?" He looked out his window at craggy,
snow-covered Mount Timpanogos. "Take a walk, sit," he said,
"be alone, preferably in the natural world." Part of me wanted
to dismiss this as Wordsworthian nostalgia, okay for Leslie,
but not me. And yet, and yet. Something underneath rang
true. He was trying to explain that beneath or inside the words
of any decent poem lies an essential confluence of solitude,
perspective, vision-in short, a lived life. Self knowledge. ''We
must all become poets," he once said on another occasion,
"whether or not we ever write a decent poem."
A fulJ voice sang of such inhuman longing that 1 no more
can say which was the song or which the fiery star.

The girl l loved hailed from upstate New York by way
of Peru, and 1 from Idaho by way of Colorado, both of us
strangers to Utah, without a place to receive friends hoping
18
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to wish us joy, or at least good luck, upon marrying. Wishes
we needed badly, since Jacqui painted and 1 wrote poems,
and neither of us had any intention of giving up and turning
practical. So 1 asked LesLie one afternoon, "May 1 borrow
your house?" He did not shrug his shoulders, or look at his
fingernails, or explain that his current abode was not well
suited for crowds, but said, "Of course." So on the appointed
evening, my two siblings sistered the refreshment table, gifts
arrived, and well-wishers shook our hands. And none of us
knew that Leslie and Kitty had squirreled away an entire year's
worth of cookies, in case we ran out of the refreshments we
had brought.
O utside, the sprinklers, waving their spraying rainbows,
kept .America green.

ln all, 1 took three classes from Leslie. Later, afte r
completing a Ph.D., 1 returned to share time with him in
the same department-more opportunities to bathe in his
stories. 1 loved the way he told them, parceling them o ut
like gumdrops, stories about Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath,
stories about pubbing with D ylan Thomas, about cleaning up
Jo hn Masefield's terrible nose bleed minutes before Masefield
received a prestigious international award, his white shirt pink
and wet but otherwise none the worse for wear. Whenever
l suggested that Les lje should write up his anecdotes as
memoir, he laughed. He was loath to attach himself to the
famous in print. But catch him at the right moment and his
stories resulted in a kind of oral publication--or shall we call
it transubstantiation? The stories taking on a new life inside us.
Like this one, about once seeing a handbill for an upcoming
medical lecture: U111m1a/ Obstetric Occurrences. A professional
title, certainly. That is, until some wag scribbled beneath it,
"Mary had a little lamb." Just as the laughter subsided, Leslie
would smile and say, "Qrute true. Holy Mary, poor girl-she
did have a little Lamb."

19
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.A bridge launched, hovering, wondering where to land.

A bridge is the path of Right.

Early Thursday morning, April 6, Leslie suffered a
massive stroke, which left him unconscious. 1 learned of his
stroke minutes after my 8:00 class ended. What I had feared
for years had finally taken place. 1 hurried to the hospital to
keep vigil with friends and neighbors and writers and with
dear 1-citty, who sat beside him holding his hand. lt was a
strange and harrowing time. We knew Leslie would not wake
or recover, but we behaved like children, believing ourselves
safe from the full impact of loss as long as our friend kept
breathing. And breathe he did-loud, open-mouthed,
laboring breaths very close to snores. Friends brought
flowers, specialty soups, good will. One offered to build a
pine casket. A fellow Welshman who had driven down from
Salt Lake said, ''Anyone have poems?" 1 dug in my backpack
and handed him a collection by Czeslaw Milosz, which he
read to Leslie.
Next came my turn. I pulled out a collection of essays
and read a short piece called "l Believe," by a Catholic writer,
Brian Doyle. Holding Leslie's hand, I relearned what Leslie
had taught me so many years before, that symbolic black
marks arranged on a page sometimes equaled deep mystery.
How else could you explain their ability to concentrate the
mind, quicken the senses, and collect inchoate feelings like
a lightning rod? A sample, then, of what 1 read: "l believe
that the fingerprints of the Maker are everywhere: children,
hawks, water. 1 believe that even sadness and tragedy and
evil are part of that Mind we cannot comprehend but only
thank, a Mind especially to be thanked, oddly, when it is most
inscrutable. 1 believe that everything is a prayer. 1 believe,
additionally, that friends are family. I believe that the best
of all possible breakfasts is a pear with a cup of ferocious
coffee, taken near the ocean, rather later in the morning than
earlier, preferably in the company of a small sleepy child still
20
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in her or his rumpled and warm pajamas, his or her skin as
warm and tawny as a cougar pelt. I believe that love is our
greatest and hardest work." Amen.
Could Leslie hear me? I do n't know. I also don't know
how many times I had to stop midsentence to collect myself.
Here I was: a Mormon reading the words of a Catholic to
a dying friend who confessed no religion but embodied an
uncommon spirituality and wholeness. In my life, God had
rarely leaned closer. Four hours later when it came time to
say my final goodbye, I hugged Leslie, kissed his cheek and
forehead, and inhaled-an indulgence I wasn't about to pass
up. A cool, moist Welshness filled my head . Though he wore
notl-ung but a hospital gown, I could smell his accent and
poems, his debonair woolens and his chatty anecdotes about
D ylan Thomas and a raininess that fell that day and for weeks
to come.
1 lace heavy boots, brea k brittle ice, feel winter's bones
under the snow. ] hold my skull to the wind.

Less than two weeks after Leslie's passing, l happened
upon one of my journal entries dated December 27, 1997. lt
came as a shock, as if someone else had written it: "In my
dream we were fishing, Leslie Norris and 1. Late afternoon,
mid-December, but temperate. No snow.
More like
September, and the day about that long. We were making our
way up the canyo n, crossing, then re-crossing the river, Provo
River maybe, though not that wide. Did we actually cast? I
don't think so, though we had our poles out, flies ready. l was
supposed to be acting as guide. Then we gave up and walked
toward a cabin near the river. Or a community lodge. A man
and his young son were eating pancakes, so we joined them.
All this done wordlessly, though Leslie acted as negotiator.
There were plenty of pancakes, and we kept drenching the
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pancakes with syrup, then eating. Behind us, a hearth and
fireplace of stone." Ah, Leslie-even in my dream I seem
to have gotten you right. A friend with whom to journey,
a crosser of rivers, the welcomer welcomed by strangers, then
the eating of a meal. How we hw1gered, how those pancakes
steamed.
The small summer hangs its suns on the chestnuts, and
the world bends slowly out of the year.
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In Focus

L ESLIE N ORRIS
..•....•.•••...................... •..........................
Driving Home

The first bite of th e engine scares
An old blackbird. H e Rares
Off into his laurels, comic fear
Ruffles hi s feath ers. ln first gear
l gentle th e car, Fingertip
lts huge waiting idl y up,
Then a touch,
Snick, into second past the curbed clutch,
Flick a glance at a bus,
Slide, so obviously without fuss
It becomes a tactfuUy pretentious
Act, cosily into the relevant
Traffic. In front
l s an old Alvis; nice. My hand s wear
Their driving leather.
Today is the last of the working year
And winter rain expected weather.
With some panache.'. I engage the windscreen wiper.
In third o nto th e dual carriage-way.
Foot down, the cool snarl unfurls m y
Gritty nerves, then velvet into top
And the free straight.
We swing at the bend
On a smooth string's end
And gobble for home, battering the rain
To the bucketing gutters
1n enormous waves, like music. At once a strain ,
A swell, and incredulous orchestras
Play sticky crescendos from remembered cinemas
All through the village. A rope
Of water, twined by speed,
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Winds like a tune down the side
\\/ indow as I sober th e brake,
Change down ; I make
The curved drive
With a noise like surf.
I am home in the pal e wet.

/\nd in my room I wa it,
Having turned from the window and the late
Light. Here I can see
The total uncertainty that belongs to me,
Old letters, old papers, a book
Thrown to th e Aoo r,
A confusion of effort that means no more
To me now than the common tnusic
I brought ho me in th e car,
The soiled detritus of a whole year's war
Against m yself, against my d ying leaves.
No man can do thi s for me, I can pay
No man, and wearily J begin
To jostle into order overrun
Good intentio ns thrown away
Long ago. Shrugging with amused di.state
At the shabby evidence, the waste
Of eagerness, the death of time,
I put my books back on their sightless shelves.
When J have done J will sit in th e orderl y dark,
Waiting for what will come to me, what is to come.
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Wallpaper

Nonfiction

AMY

SCOTT
Revisonist History

Entenderse

w.

1en the Spanish conquistadores arrived at a thenunnamed peninsula, they were feeling confident. They
had already "found" Asia, established forts and slavery on
various islands, and managed to slap together a couple of
monasteries in their spare tin1e. As human resources was
important in their line of work, they had also learned a few key
phrases in the native tongue. They were good at their job.
After watching a man stick a Spanish Aag on a hill, the
company's mapmaker felt it his duty to get some information about
the village.

NON FI CTION

"What's the name of this place?" he asked a Maya
in Mayan.
Blank look.
"What's! The! Name! Of! This! Place!" he yelled so that
the Maya would understand.
"Yucatan."
The mapmaker smiled and patted the Maya on the
cheek. He shipped his calligraphied masterpiece home
without bothering to learn that Y11catci11, in Mayan, means I
don't understandy o11.

Accidents
In AD 867 some Vikings decided they wanted to see a
monastery. They chose Coldingham, a pious town in Scotland.
When they landed they were disappointed to see that it was
just another boring stone building. They politely surveyed the
garden and regrouped.
The Vikings knew they looked bad; their hulking mass
of horns and long braids imposed upon that island of
sacramental mendicants. They didn't mean any harm. But
the monks and their years of prayers, calloused fingers, and
weakened eyes misread the Vikings' presence. So when a shelf
collapsed under the weight of a Norseman's clumsy hand, the
monks sounded the alarm. Sheepish, the Vikings Red. Gold
leaf fluttered in their wake.
Mother Superior at the nunnery next door pricked her
ears at the clanging bells. She as sumed the worst. She raised
a knife and her voice: "To be chaste, expose thy face!" The
knife descended, slicing off her nose and upper lip. The knife
passed from face to face.
When the Vikings came to peek inside they blanchedretreated. In his has te, one Viking knocked over a candelabra.
The building burned to the ground. Inside the nuns expanded
and contracted, reduced to ashes--chastity intact.

Scurr

Desperate
The female angler fish spools away the hours by chasing
her bacteria-powered lure. She spends the remainder of her
time swimming to and fro, fro and to. Maybe once in a lifetime
the female will stumble upon a male.
The male angler fish is born without a digestive system
but with a strong olfactory sense. His only goal in life is to
survive. To do so, he must find a female. He sputters blindly
through the dark until he catches a whiff of her pheromones.
He wastes no time with foreplay-he simply bites her flank
in a saucy H01v-you-doin? With that, he releases an enzyme
that digests her skin into his mouth. Their blood vessels fuse
together, circulating nutrients into his system.
By some joke of Nature, his happiness cannot last.
First his smell goes, then his organs, finally his tiny brain. He
atrophies until he's nothing more than a pair of gonads that
exist to serve his lady whenever she feels the need to breed.
When Devan Jagenath feels lonely he thinks about this
story. He's still lonely.

Hanami (Flower Viewing)
When they were boys, Heigo Kurosawa and his younger
brother Akita played beneath blooming cherry trees. Pink
and white petals rippled all around them.
ln school they learned about Splitting Cherry Tree,
how four hundred years ago its peaty roots broke through
a granite boulder. The city built a fence around it and called
it a national treasure. Silky puffs of pink and white litter its
branches in spring.
The boys grew up. Akita made movies; Heigo narrated
silent films from a stand near the screen. In the 1920s talkies
began to replace wind-up Chaplin antics. By the 1930s, blaring
song-and-dance numbers had edged Heigo into a corner. He
33
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twiddled his thumbs, praying for the fad to die out. It didn't.
He thought about the boulder-breaking cherry tree from
his youth. He didn't have a fence or a job. Heigo wasn't a national
treasure. Akira was. Ten110 they called him-"the Emperor."
In 1933 twenty-seven-year-old Heigo threw in the towel.
"ltwas because of the existence of my brother as the negative,"
his suicide letter read, "that I was born the positive."

Loyalty
Every autumn Mary Ann Daher plugs in her headphones to
listen for his call. Since 1992 she has tracked a lone whale, "with
a voice unlike any other," as he wanders through her radio.
Mary Ann can't figure out why the whale comes at all,
alone like this. But every year, when leaves crinkle like tissue
paper beneath her corrugated soles, he returns. She wonders
if he has lost something, a beloved mate or perhaps a calf What
else could call him back to the same stretch of exiled ocean?
As the years pass his voice deepens slightly. She still
recognizes it. Lately she hears him moan, casting a strange,
lonely cry down to the Pacific's depths. It clangs against reefs,
echoes in caves, and tapers into a soundless line.
Mary Ann watches the screen and waits, hoping to hear
a refrain.

Kindertransport
The train started to pull away while a man ran to keep up
with it. He ran until he caught hold of his daughter's hands.
Every time he thought about letting them go, he just ran faster.
He ran and held her hands and didn't let go. He couldn't. So he
pulled her from the moving train and back into his arms.
She survived fiv e concentration camps before the war
was over.
She thinks: How would my life have gone had my father
34
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(not) loved me so much that he let go of my hands?
lt's hard to think: He loved her so much that he held on.
It's harder to think: She wanted to say goodbye. She
wanted to let go.

Details
ln 1958 James MeUard discovered an entire Turkish city.
lt contained the world's first known map and the history of
a people with no ruling class or alleyways. They lived close to
the sun, accessing each other's homes through rooftops and
ladders.
Through a mishap involving a stolen urn, betrayal, and
a broken heart, James lost control of the city. Excavations
stopped and 9,000-year-old Catalhoyuk lay at rest for another
35 years. lan Hodder, Cambridge archeologist, convinced
Turkey to forgive the Dorak Affair and let him continue
excavations.
He discovered an entire world hidden in a shallow grave
beneath one of the kitchen hearths. lt contains a woman's
skeleton curled in a fetal position. She is holding something
and together they form a heart. lt is the skull of a man.
lan cannot bring himself to disturb them.

Religious
Nicholas Gills, age 19, does not believe in God. "l believe
in Kool Keith," he grins, "and skateboarding." Nicholas's goal
in life is to be a man. He works hard at it. He shaves regularly,
lifts weights, and eats steak twice a week.
But when it's quiet and dark he'll confess that he's
afraid of small noises in the trees, of gravestones, of empty
streets. "They're too quiet," he says. He'll pick at a scab and
say that his hrst memory is of his mother's face-a flash
of disappointment when he accidentally knocked a bowl of
35
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spaghetti off his highchair.
He tries to live in a way that will redeem him of that
glance. He's proud of his life but will never admit it. Instead
he will lean forward, clasp his hands, bow his head, and talk
about his mother. How she bought him his first skateboard
when he was seven, right after his dad left and right before
she found a steady job.
"I think skateboarding is my weird way of saying thanks."
He grins, "And, you know, 'l love you' or whatever."

Proof
Berlin's East Side Gallery is a stretch of wall patchworked
with aging murals. At first you only see bright, Easter lslandesque heads splattered across crumbling concrete. A step
closer presents peeling paint. Another reveals silvery graffiti,
but it's only when you reach out to touch the wall that you see
the faint marks of hurried hands:
"Dance to freedom"
"No more borders"
"Dinos for peace"
"Mexico '68, jamas se olvida!"
"Thoughts are like races of birds in heaven"
"When you read this we are far away"
"How can l be nostalgic for a world l never knew?"
''Andy was here- maybe not"
"William, l was here for you. Juju."
"I'm here."
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AMY Sc:orr was born in South Korea and grew up in Agoura I Iills, California.
She thinks that the beach, 826 National, and the HYU recycling program arc all
good ideas. She is a founding member of the Utah School of Young t\rtists,
a local community-building arts and letters group, and cannot wait for their
March 2007 Elevator Show. t\fter grad uating in April, she hopes to pursue a
doctorate in literary theory or an 1\11-'i\ in creative nonf-iction. She wou ld like
to ),rive an enormous 'Thank you!' to her friends and mentors in the English
Department for their endless patience, support, and encouragement.
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Madden

STEPHEN DAVID GROVER

Name

M

y name is Stephen David Grover. Stephen is my father's
name. I don't use it, and neither does he. I've made do
with the other two he provided me-he doesn't bother with
any of the three his dad gave him. He goes by Sam, rather
than Stephen or Harris, a completely arbitrary nickname
begun by one of his brothers. He always signs his name "S. H.
Grover" so that the bank won't worry whether the check was
made out to Sam or Stephen.
David is the name I grew up with. My dad's two best friends
when he was young were David Ericson and David Nickels,
whom everyone called Pickles. Pickles Nickels. I was named for
these two kids and for David, Israel's most famous king.

NON FI C l'lO N

Grover is an Old English name dating from way back; it
refers to one who tends a grove or an orchard. lt is my family
name, but of course each generation you go back doubles the
number of surnames compounded in that one.
I was never called anything short for David like Dave or
Davy, but my grandmother called me "Davy Doodle Bug"
when I was little. I Eked to draw-still do-so I assumed
she meant "doodle" in the artistic sense. I couldn't see a
connection between art and insects, doodle and bug, but I
didn't worry about it. lt only occurred to me this year that she
was calling me a doodle bug probably because I crawled and
ro!Jed around just like the pi!J bugs we played with as kids. I
wonder now if she inadvertently influenced my artistic future
by implanting in me the idea that I was a drawer. She also
used to call me smart.
I've always been a bit uncomfortable with being named
for l(jng David of biblical fame. I mean, this was the guy who
was doing so well until he saw Bathsheba bathing from the
rooftop. I've always fe lt a tinge of karma at the connection,
like I need to watch myself, especially later on down the line.
My younger brother's name is Jonathan, named for
David's best friend. While King Saul was chasing David
around Canaan and trying to kill him, Jonathan, Saul's own
son and heir to the throne, was helping David escape only to
become king later.
Jonathan and I have never been ail that close. He has a
very individual character that works better with books than
with people. When we were very little I don't remember being
mean to him, but I do remember my mom telling me over
and over not to hit him. She was always reminding me of why
we were named what we were.
I learned not to hit him before I was old enough to do
any damage, and it's a good thing I did, because he went from
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being a skinny little kid to a giant of a yo ung man-six foot
four and thick. He never went out for sports, though, as he
preferred his quiet room and his collected things-"trappings"
is definitely the word for the stuff he kept in his room. On
Sundays as kids, when we were only allowed to play one
video game each, Jon would often give me his turn in the
name of the greater cause of beating whatever game we were
playing. He'd rather be a part of the big victory than play one
round just for himself. To a kid that's a big thing, a serious
sacrifice. When 1 was playing a particularly hard part he would
concentrate as hard as he could, "thinking positive," so that
I would be able to win. 1 wonder if Jon isn't the king's best
friend after all.
When 1 hit high school 1 was changed forever. Not
only did m y voice get deeper and my body get hairier and
the gangly redheaded girl in my English class suddenly get,
well, interesting, but 1 got a new name as well. My older sister
Jennifer had been pretty active in the school's theatre club,
graduating from the high school the same year 1 finished
middle school. Altho ugh 1 loved drama, 1 was too shy that
next year to just walk into the weekly meeting of a group of
students calling themselves "thespians" and frivolously spelling
troop as troupe. No sir, 1 wasn't willing, but 1 discovered my
hormo nes were. With the smell of roses clouding my brain, 1
followed that redhead right into their sibilant den and never
even thought to look back. The leader of the "troupe," a
portly Jewish man with hair on his face but not on his head,
seemed to be expecting me, for no sooner had he learned my
name than he howled out a prolonged "Gro-0-0-0-0-0-0-ver!"
like a dying mutt. Apparently, Jennifer had been known only
by our last name while in high school. Mr. Baber, as the theatre
teacher turned out to be called, was quite content starting
with me right where he had finished with her.
That was th e first big shjft in my life, namely. Going by
my last name plugged me into a legacy of sorts. 1 inh erited
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the name and the fame of the sister who went before me, and
I co ntributed to that legacy for the brothers who would come
after. I had Mr. I3aber's trust from day one o n account of
Jennifer's steadiness, and I like to think that trust continued.
The only person who ever called me Stephen on any
sort of permanent basis was my tenth-grade gym coach. We
were si tting on the court Aoor that first day of the year and
he was doing the roll-such a wasted exercise in P.E . It didn't
seem to me to be worth saying, "Sorry, sir, I go by David or
Grover, not Stephen," and I had already said it to every other
teacher in the school that day. Coaches just call you "champ"
and "hey you" anyway. But not this guy. He actually called me
Steve every day of the year. I don't even remember his name;
he was just "coach."
I can tell when I first met someone based on what th ey
call me. Anyone I've known since before high school calls me
David, and anyone after that calls me Grover. My high school
fri ends were aware of my o ther name, though. If th ey called
our house and asked for Grover, whoever answered would be
quite puzzled; after all, anyone in the house could be Grover,
and worse still, that's the dog's name.
My sisters had always begged for a dog, and when I was
about ten our parents broke down and got one for Christmas,
a little black mix between a Lhasa apso and a Yorkshire terrier
who got only the bad genes of both. They needed a place
to stash him until Christmas Eve so they took him to my
dad's boss's house. His family wasn't anxious to name our
dog before we'd even seen it, so they just called it Grover
after us for the week he stayed at their house. Somehow the
name stuck.
My best fri end Will and I waited tables together at a steak
house where my name tag said "Grover." Every morning
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when I came 10 to Aip the chairs over off the tables, our
manager Jitni would put his arm on my shoulder and holler,
"Red rover, red rover, let Grover come over!" Then in a
hushed voice he would add, "Bet you've never heard that,
have you?"
"No sir, I haven't."
Will, being in the older camp of David-callers, had to
learn to call me Grover when speaking of me to other waiters,
or he would be met with a look of confusion. "Take these
salads to whose table? We don't have a David here, do we?"
One day the difficulty of it got to him and he called me
Grover to my face. I was struck by how strange it sounded.
I told him he had to call me David, surprising myself at the
unexpected force in my voice.
I endorse the backs of checks with "Stephen David
Grover," so that the bank won't worry, no matter who wrote
the check. I've been experimenting with S. D. Grover, but so
far I don't like it.
After high school I spent two years as a missionary in
Korea were I was known as Elder Grover, after the custom
of my religion. In Korean the k and g sounds are mostly
interchangeable, v doesn't exist and is usually relegated to
a b, and r's are unheard of. The result is a name of great
ambiguity. Koreans, reading my name spelled in their alphabet
and eager to impress me with their knowledge of English,
would excitedly say, ''Ahh, Mr. Glove!" or "Nice to meet you,
Mr. Globe!" I was once identified with the Danny Glover
of Hollywood fame, and once a kindly man bid me farewell
with, "See you agait1, Mr. Global (as in Global Nuclear War,
yes ;i)
..,,
I often roomed with native Korean missionaries as l
moved in and around Seoul. It was a tradition in our mission
for the natives to give their American roommates Korean
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names, but 1 never could prevail on any of them to do me
the honor. Near the end of my time there 1 decided 1 would
just name myself, and after a little thought 1 settled on GoGoo-Mah, the Korean word for sweet potato. My roommate
E lder Han was incredulous. "That's not even a name," he
said, "lt's a vegetable!" 1 figured that since he was Auent in
Korean and had failed to help out, he had no say in what I
called myself. Grover and Go-Goo-Mah sounded remotely
similar in Korean, and no kid ever forgot my name once he
heard it. "Elder Sweet Potato, Elder Sweet Potato! Why are
you named that?"
"Because I'm so sweet."
Four years of high school and two years in Asia pretty
much cemented what 1 called myself. 1 went to college and it
was only natural to continue tl1e last name moniker; by this
time even 1 had trouble when 1 calJed home. "Who is it?"
came my mom's slight Texas accent on the line.
"It's Gro-1 mean, David, your son."
Whenever my mom called me and no one was home
she got mad at the answering machine. "Hey, this apartment
82 with Ben, Joe, John, Erik, Clark, and Grover. Leave a
message."
Beep.
"David, this is your mother. 1 don't like that you call
yourself Grover. Why don't y'all change that answering
machine to say David? lt's a nice name. Anyway, give me a
call."
A few months into coll ege I started dating a girl who'd
been my friend since 1 arrived. She had always called me
Grover, like everyone else, and it seemed awkward to have
her change now. 1 would imagine the conversation where 1
revealed the seriousness of the relationship by asking her to
call me David. 1t would be ljke saying, "I'm afraid 1 might
end up with you long term, so 1 think it would be a good
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idea if you started calling me David. We don't want to end up
Grover and Anna Grover, do we?" l just couldn't say it. We
broke up a month later.
Sometimes people discover that my name isn't Grover
and they get these offended looks like l have been lying to
them about myself all this time. And maybe I am. Grover
has become my public name, the handle for the masses. Let
them use my durable, disposable surname; it'll come clean in
the wash. Let them feel like they know me, and someday l may
make them privy to my other self, my private-name club for
members only. I always tell myself that if l blow it with Grover,
I can make a comeback as David; I consider it my backup name
in case of emergencies. Often when people find I'm a David
they ask delicately, "So what do you prefer to be called?"
"Grover is fine."
I don't want to give up my alter-ego just yet.
Sometimes girls find out about my private name and
start using it. Elisa was one of these. She was a cute girl with
blonde hair and a petite figure, but she had eyes like a wolf's.
She was a college freshman, a psychology major, and she
had just graduated high school a year early. She knew where
she was going. "Hey, David," she'd say with just a hint of a
stress on my name, like she was in some inner circle no one
else knew about. l didn't know anything about it either, and l
didn't want to. It gave me the creeps.
The benefit of a name like Grover is that it's so memorable.
Among those of my generation it recalls images of that
furry blue monster of Sesame Street fame. Few people forget
my name once they've heard it, and this causes all sorts of
problems. Walking around my college campus I hear hellos
from people I can't recall ever seeing before.
"Hey, Grover, how're you doing?"
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"Good. Uh, do I know you?" I'll say sheepishly.
''Ah man, we met last week at the Student Association
meeting. I'm working with Max on that voting project, and
he introduced us. You know Trent, right? And Tristan? They
all know you."
Recently I've started mixing up who I introduce myself
as. Sometimes it's Grover, sometimes David, sometimes
David Grover. I don't know why. Maybe my mom's requests
have caught up with me. I think it would be funny for two
people I know to be having a conversation and one teUs a
story about something their friend David did. Then the other
one one-ups the first with a crazier story about their friend
Grover. It hasn't happened yet, but then again, I doubt I'd
hear about it if it did.
Deep down I miss being caUed David. Using Grover for
so long has given it a special emphasis, an intimacy that I long
for. But Grover has so much momentum. I mean, it started
out with so much mass being a rare but memorable name,
and I've only contributed to that with use. I've simultaneously
accepted the definition by using it and added to that definition
by living it; now the question is whether I can defy all that. It's
funny, but through all these years I've never stopped calling
myself David in my mind. Even though others have maybe
seen only the Grover side, I've always been aware of my other
names. I'm always a little king of Israel and a little Pickles
Nickles, a little Grover and even a little Stephen.

STEPHEN DAVID GROVER is an English major at HYU and cxpc.:cts to
graduate in April 2007 if all goc.:s well. I k n:yuests that you cross your t-in gn s
in his behalf.
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OLIVIA LEWIS
Partir c'est mourir un peu

I

n October, the trees burn from the top down. I'm going
down the stairs south of campus when a stranger, wearing
your cologne, walks past. His bland canvas jacket and blonde
hair mean nothing to me, but that scent does ninety through
my veins and wakes up every cell yo ur hands ever brushed. 1
almost stagger after the full force of how much I miss yo u keeps
walking by, like a hit-and-run, leaving me Aushed and dilated
and constricted and a few other adjectives that accompany acute
longing. lt fizzles into a dull ache by the time 1 reach my house.
The lush shrubs along the driveway are tipped with crimson, the
consequence of staying outside all day through a fiery summer.
In a few days the burned leaves will quit hanging on.
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If only I'd stop hanging o n. I keep seeing your face in
my peripheral, before I turn and realize th at it couldn't be
yo u, will never be yo u, because yo u're in Idaho and yo u don't
believe in my God anymore and a million other reasons that
I should just write on littl e yellow Post-it notes and paste all
over my house as reminders to keep my excruciatingly resilient
hope dormant. Hope seems to reside somewhere between my
lungs and my ribs, ignoring memos fro m the Hig her Office
of Cerebral Logic. Hope is immune to Post-its.
1 haven't quit writing, even though the best dictionary
fails me miserably, the m ost extensive thesaurus is filled with
meaningless characters when I'm trying to describe what a
nuclear orange the leaves outside my window are when the
sunset lights them. Or how much 1 wish yo u were h ere to
see them.

OLI V I A L EWIS would have liked to grow up someplace other than Pocatello,

Idaho, but no one consulted her. To make up for it, she immersed herself in
Jo hn Bellairs novels, learned to tolerate potato casseroles, and went on her first
of manr road trips at fifteen. Currentl y, her Life Plan Bis to become an o rga nic
farmer in Monterey, California. Plan 1\ is to write.
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FAULIZNER
Wanderings

Earth Paths

S

ome people once thought that the earthworm, mucouscrusted and mushy, moved through the soil by chomping
up dirt and swallowing it, which would make sense, since
worms seem quite lazy. But to the astonishment of many, a
scientist named Kelly Dorgan confirmed that the earthworm
does not in fact eat its way through life. Kelly discovered
that the earthworm turns its mouth inside out and uses it as
a wedge. It then uses this wedge to break down dense soil.
E ntering the crack in the dirt, it expands its worm body and
continues on the path it has made for itself. Charles Darwin
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thanked the earthworm for aerating and mixing the soil, and
deemed it a Vl.P. in the history of the world. Just by existing
the earthworm is a noteworthy contributor on this planet. lt
is of course no surprise that the earthworm has five hearts.

The Path Less Shaken
They told us to shake it. They told us the more we shook
the better we would look. I took this to heart; 1 wanted to
look good. And in my purple leotard and feather headpiece, I
was the shakiest six-year-old in the conga line. As we marched
around the stage, a parade of merengue masqueraders, I
wondered why the other girls were not shaking as much as
me. And as I marveled at my shaking talent, my headpiece
fell off. Knowing the show must go on, 1 kept my smile and
sidestepped one leg over the other and shook my little body
out of the conga line towards my feather. I bent down, still
shaking to Latin rhythm, and retrieved the headpiece. By this
time the conga line had moved away. 1 never really got back
in bne, but nevertheless, I'm still shaking.

Get Lost
Maude Green was married to Phillip Empey. They had
three children and lived in the desert in Las Vegas. Like
most mothers do, Maude worried a lot. Mostly she worried
about getting lost. So Maude started leaving pieces of her
mind wherever she went. After Phil died, she became even
more concerned about getting lost, so she left larger and
larger pieces behind, just in case hungry birds happened by.
Unfortunately, minds left unattended never stay where you
want them to, and when Maude finally needed to follow
the trail, she could not find it . .Enraged and determined to
reclaim her memory-made route, the eighty-year-old woman
set out in her old Cadillac in the middle of a dry night. As
she careened down the road, white-haired and peering over
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the steering wheel in her nightgown, she called out to her
mind. A police officer spotted Maude and decided to pull her
over, but Maude spotted the police officer and decided not
to stop. Instead she veered off the highway to search in the
sand. After a mild car chase, Maude appeased the officer-so
his Aashing lights wouldn't scare off the scattered mind-and
brought the old Caddy to a stop in the sagebrush. As she tried
to explain to him the reason for her reckless driving, Maude
sensed he was not going to allow her to finish the search. So
when he tried to put her in the back of his cruiser, she curled
her papery hand into a fist and popped him one in the nose.
But, the years had stolen her strensi-th and the officer easily
won the fight. Maude never found her trail.

Flight Routes
Clipping wings is mainly done to avoid the upward flight
of your bird. However, they still need some flying ability so
they can escape from predators, and so they don't forget
that they are in fact a bird. Look for new feathers first; they
have blood in the shafts. You shouldn't trim these, but if for
some reason you do, pluck them out from the base with some
tweezers to help stop the bleeding. lt is suggested you cut a
few feathers every day, and then judge from there how many
more you should cut. And always be sure to trim evenly on
both sides. You don't want a bird that flies around in circles
all day.

Silver Highways
Mike takes boatloads of tourists deep-sea fishing off
the coast of Molokai. Before he was a captain, he was a
successful contractor on the main island of Hawaii. His laugh
exposes deteriorating teeth and wrinkles the brown skin that
surrendered to the sun some years before. He follows what
he calls the silver highways of the sea, the currents, looking
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for yellow-fin tuna and marlin. Mike has three children. His
daughter is in charge of Search and Rescue off the coast of
Cape Cod, one son is stationed in Iraq, and the other son is
a mortgage broker in Las Vegas. He is giddy with delight at
the variety of their occupations. "They all found their way on
. own," Mik·e smiles. "Wh at more can a parent as k· 1orr
C
..,,,
tl1e1r

Al .ISON

FAUL KN 1;:R wanted to earn a degree in English, but her dad tokl her
not to, so she settled for a minor and is instead majoring in ,\d vertising as p art
of the "Creative Track," which includes another minor in Graphic D esign. She
is currentl y a fifth -year senior. T ho ug h she is originall y from San Diego and
loves to visit, A lison tries to spend her sLumners in vario us places. When she
is not writing, which unfortunatel y is far too often , 1\liso n loves jog6ring in
coordin ating top and bottom running spand ex or slipping off campus to fi nd a
much-needed Diet Dr. Pepper.
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Unnamed

A. D EMOS
Outside

AMY

SCOTT
Adopted
or: How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Tears

Scene 1: Take 1

I

t was September and it was hot. The sun melted the sky
into waxy rounds. He looked up and thought he could
peel it back to reveal black space freckled with Formica stars.
Instead, he let his Limbs hang in the viscous water. She paddled
around him; he watched droplets flick from her pointed toes,
perfect, even with the web that fanned between her left foot's
hallux and second toe. He was happy treading water near her
untamable limbs, watching her tongue (that spoke less than
no English) push salt water away from her throat. Her smile
carried him softly.
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She had a Korean name that he couldn't quite pronounce.
When she said it, the vowels and consonants reflected
her coffee-bright eyes, her swishing black hair, her strong
white teeth. He wanted to taste her name so he licked her
lips-"Hah-Null-kuh-yawn"-and she fed her name back
to him-"Ha-nyuhl-Kwayn"-forgiving his butchered
intonation because he was a smiling, blonde, nineteen-yearold soldier abroad for the first time. The waves ran into the
shore with a startled hiss and ran back to meet them like
hundreds of feet hopping across hot coals. They batted the
mist away, laughing.

Cut.
I've got it ail wrong. It couldn't have been that easy,
their first rendezvous. I'm forgetting Cold War politics and
North Korea/South Korea angst. Remember? lt would have
been late 1983, right in the middle of the "traumatic chain
of crises," as scholar Chae-Jin Lee writes, that led up to the
National Assembly elections. Remember.

Scene 1: Take 2
October 1 in Seoul, a month after Korean Air Lines
Flight 007 tumbled, burning, out of the sky. October 1, a
month after 268 passengers and crew plus U.S. Congressman
Lawrence McDonald departed from Kennedy Airport. After
their plane cut too far across the Kamchatka Peninsula,
violated too much Soviet airspace, and forced Soviet jet
interceptors to shoot the plane down. No one survived.
October 1, eight days before a bomb exploded in
Rangoon. Twenty-one people were killed including Korean
foreign minister Lee Bum Suk, deputy prime minister Suh
Suk Joo, and minister of commerce and industry Kim
Dong Whie. President Chun Doo Whan, the bomb's target,
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survived because his car got caught in traffic. His survival
meant avoiding I,orean War 11.
What does this mean for my closed-adoption (thus
unknown) biological parents? A million scenes that vary
from overblown romance to sad, scary, and sadder. When
1 Lie awake at night thinking cliched existential thoughts, I
laugh. To do otherwise is not an option. To do otherwise is to
entertain masochistic thoughts like: "She needed the money,"
and "She didn't know any better;' or, "He was young, scared, and
drunk," and "He didn't mean to do it." Or, "He meant to do it;'
and "She couldn't stop him."
Frankly, with all the ethnic incongruities of my face, I
don't even know if she was Korean or if he was. It doesn't
really matter. In my most optimistic moments, I think that
both of them were. 1 think, "They were young college
students; they loved each other, got pregnant, and had to
make a decision ... " She told her grandmother-her mother
would have freaked out-who told her to think. She thought.
She decided not to abort, which meant nine months and
birthing a child into a schizophrenic Cold War. I was born.
Her grandmother bundled me up and together they walked
me to the local orphanage.

Scene 1: Take 3
Some thousands of miles away in Dayton, Ohio, after
three years of trying for a third child, Larry and Ann Scott
hear the phone ring. They pick up: good news.
Three months later 1 arrive at LAX where Ann's mother
holds me in her arms for the fast time and cries. "l am so happy
to see you," she says, rocking me back and forth. "So happy."
We get onto another plane and Ay into Cincinnati Airport
where my grandmother passes me to her daughter's arms and
l look up for the first time into my mother's face.
l wave my arms-of course-I start crying.
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ASHLEY CHRISTENSEN

Tree Window

LINA FERREIRA
Margarita Didn't Mind

he wore a white lace dress; a normal dress, 1 guess, for
the occasion. I wonder who picked it. J\s 1 stood over the
wooden box, it seemed to me that the dress had grown an
unnatural extension, and it ate up her neck in sloppy stitches.
The stale white dress was more alive than she was-hands
stifAy bent over stomach and eyelids pulled over like the final
bed sheets of the corpse. She doesn't look peacefit/ at all, sleeping
there, I thought while I watched her encased in white silk,;i1st
very still and quiet, like the silence in hospitals or qf angry parents.
1 arrived at the funeral home with m y father and sisterwas it day or night? 1 can't remember. lt probably didn't
matter because immediately after entering the angular edifice,
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we were pointed towards the basement, where it's always
either an artificial day or permanent night. My foot hadn't
touched th e last step in our descent before 1 noticed that the
dimly lit room was invisibly divided in two: the living and
the d ead, the mourning and the mourned. Next to the coffin
stood my uncle: shadows poured over his face, fading into his
black beard-but no tears that 1 could see. Next to him, like
his quiet feminine replica, was my cousin's younger sistertearless as well. And then there were the rest of us, standing
behind the imaginary line, watching them: corpse, sister, and
father. 1 think we were all expecting a rupture in thei r dry
constitution, but it didn't happen; all who cried stood at a
distance.
We walked to the corner farthest away from the casket,
as the maid scurried around under a stained plastic tray laden
with plastic coffee and tea cups; I looked aro und me and met
the accompanying crowd with my eyes. Everyone was viciously
quiet, as if they feared to wake the sleeper--everyone that
is, except a group of women in black shawls and salty tears,
standing right in front of our solitary corner. They trembled
to th e b eat of the rosary beads slipping through their fingers
like seconds of white sand. The sobbing advocates pleaded
with heaven, hell, and every spirit in between to let my cousin
through Saint Peter's gate. lt o nce seemed strange to m e that
ahnost every Catholic soul has to stop in Purgatory before
continuing on to heaven-with the few exceptions of saints,
a handful of extraordinary people, and those who go straight
to hell. Purgatory in m y mind became an eternal tollbooth,
designed to keep the highways of heaven and hell functional.
But no matter the state of the pavement, they seem to be
praying far too furiously for the merely temporary chains
of Purgatory.
The reason for their fervor was clearly that my cousin
was not a saint, an extraordinary person, or even an average
one who passes through the Aaming tongues of Purgatory
and continues on to join some sort of heaven. 1 knew thi s
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because my father told me before we went inside, what she
had done: a mortal sin. An unforgivable sin. Even if he hadn't
told me, I think I would have known. The silence gave it away.
It was no ordinary silence; it was negative noise, concave
words, the murmuring of corpses, like the cold air between
the teeth and tongue, where secrets are held. Immediately
upon walking into the room, I saw my cousin's secret hiding
in their eyes; they watched me coming in and searched my pale
eyes, and they were windows trying to hide the sky. I trjed to
keep the secret down with the knot and dryness of fear; my
father had given me a secret which, if revealed to the priest,
would forbid a Catholic burial and leave her to be deposited in
a lonely cemetery, away from familiar corpses.
My sister and I leaned in as he whispered my cousin's sin.
"Niiias, ahora no vqyan a decir nada al respecto, pero s11 prima
se ahorco. "

It makes no sense-you are always forbidden to ask
about the most curious things: no one ever forbids you to
ask about grass or exhaust pipes. You are forbidden to ask
about the one thing gnawing away at your mind: why or exactly
how your cousin killed herself. However, some things do tend
to clear themselves up. For example, once having heard my
father outside the white cement building, it became clear why
my mother had objected to our coming-more so than usual,
that is. The reason tl1at the women prayed so hopelessly for
my cousin: suicides are in the one of the groups that never
even see Purgatory ... the worst group to be in.
"C11idado de mencionarlo, especialmente en la .fimeraria.
iEntendido?"
Although I don't remember actually agreeing to "being
careful not to mention it," (especially in the funeral home)
l imagine we must have agreed, because after the menacing
warning, we went in. As a matter of fact, alJ I can remember
is holding my breath with my older sister, sharing for a few
seconds with my boxed cousin a moment of breathlessness.
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We walked past the priest and down the stairs; 1 feared he'd
be able to tell somehow from my fearful look that rny cousin
did not, in fact, deserve this holy burial. A few feet from the
entrance into the dark underground, she lay surrounded by
Rowers too beautiful for the living. Margarita means Dai.ry, JJJe
should have brought daisies-but we didn't bring any Rowers,
just ourselves. Encased in wood and silk, she slept in sin; the
Rowers didn't seem to mind-but priests do, so 1 was told.
Priests care about a lot of things Rowers don't seem to mind
at all.
The only person in the room wearing white was a busy
maid running around with her tray, a white apron, long white
socks and a stained hat. She walked away after handing me a
boiling cup of herbal tea as I was given further explanations
of my cousin's sin.
''F11e con tma cremallera." IVith a zipper? How? 1 ran a
simulation in my mind; 1 shouldn't have, because as 1 did the
creature in my throat dug its claws deeper still.
"Y no es qtte httbiera sido elprimer intento. "That makes sense;
most successful suicides are not the first attempt.
"La encontrd stt hermanita." Now this part was the most
shocking: my other cousin, her younger sister, found her. I
looked to the tiny shadow by my uncle, a little girl of no
more than eleven, but from a distance 1 felt her to be a great
deal older-coffins have an aging effect for the living and
a rejuvenating one for the dead. 1 tried to imagine my little
cousin walking in on the human mess, it 1vas a zipper, it m11st
have mt through the skin, right? There m11st have been blood. And
off course, the limp body of a sister on the Roor. IVith a
zipper--how, and 1vf?y? She called downstairs, she talked to the
doorman, and they called the ambulance. 1 looked over at
the little girl, she wasn't crying-just like her dad.
1 had asked my dad earlier, as 1 watched my little cousin
from afar, why Margarita had pulled her own life from beneath
her feet like that. He got very quiet and said he didn't know,
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but it seemed to me that he had an inkling he chose not to
share. So later, 1 asked my mom, hoping that some distance
gave her the power to guess.
"Esta 110 es la primera Margarita que se le muere a t11 tio. " Not
the first Daisy that my uncle had lost, she said. NormaUy I
would have asked, "What do you mean?" but in these sorts
of situations people seem to confess without provocation.

"La primera m11rid en 1111 accidente a11tomovi!istico. Ttt tio iba
manr:Jando.... demasiado rcipido. " A car accident took the first
Margarita's life. "Your uncle drove the car," she said ... y ottr
uncle, those were her words, nry uncle ... my mother spoke
without thinking twice about it, but with every "your" she'd
say I'd feel a sting of guilt. This was not a distant tragedy
or an unfortunate death far away, in the jungle where the
dead have claimed their own nation and guns go off with
the ordinariness of change jingling in your pocket. The same
blood ran through her veins as did in mine, this was my uncle,
my cousin-and I didn't know her; didn't want to know him.
'Vemasiado rcipido ... " He was driving too fast and lost
control, his girlfriend's sister, Margarita, went out like a sudden
eclipse. That was the first Margarita to slip between my uncle's
fingers, "the most beautiful and joyo us of that entire family,"
my father would say about her years after both funerals. The
second Daisy to escape m y uncle's grip was m y cousin,
the daughter of the first Magarita's sister. A strange choice of
name: 1 wonder if it was the mother or the father's choice.
If it was his, then one could not help but ask, why would he
do that? G11i!t.
And now this one was dead too, 1vlry isn't he crying?
'T11 tio siempre !ttvo 1111a relacidn ml(J extrafia con ttt prima ... "
What does "a strange relationship" mean? What did my
mother mean? What type of relationship between a father and
a daughter can be considered strange? But these things one
cannot ask, for fear of being right-to keep the possibility of
being wrong open.
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When my turn came to visit the sleeper l found that
curiosity can do more than fear. Standing by her coffin,
wondering where the line was between a respectful length of
time and a voyeuristic amount, 1 found her so easy to lovequiet and empty, dressed once more like a bride. She would
have worn a white dress like this one at least one other time,
her first communion. Maybe she loved it, like most [jttle girls
do. .. or maybe they had to coerce her into it, bribing her with
promises of cake and presents. So there she was, a weddingless bride and I, without a single memory of her. I didn't
remember her-we must have met at some point in some
random New Year's drunken haze, but 1 dug channels in my
brain and found nothing. Nothing but one single, yellow,
moth-eaten memory. It was another death that brought our
childhood encounter up-this time it was our grandmother.
My paternal grandmother died of lung cancer, but 1 have no
memories of her smoking, or her raspy voice licking my little
girl ears [jke the tongue of a cat. 1 remember her wrapped in
old blankets and surrounded by altars of buttons, knickknacks,
shiny pieces of plastic, tacks, and numberless unrecognizable
pieces of contraptions only DaVinci could decipher. lt was
outside her room, just a little past the staircase, that 1 saw
Margarita for the first time. I was scared. I don't know if l
said hi. My mother had warned me about her.
"Elias jaia11 peio, Lina, asi que cuidadito. "She informed me
that Margarita and her little sister pu!Jed hair and l was thus
forbidden to play with them. l went around them and waited
for them to go down the stairs, I stood there a [jttle bit longer
and managed to catch a glimpse of tl1em playing in the tiny
front yard before 1 was ca!Jed into my grandmother's room .
Thry don't seem that bad-but few people do when they laugh.
Not the best memory to have to offer-too similar to
the dead bouc.1uet by her waxy wood altar. But since l had
nothing else to give, 1 took a memory instead ... l met my
cousin at her funeral; she let me watch her sleep. l walked
away from her and never saw her again, not even in pictures;
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1 rejoined my tiny portion of the Ferreira clan by a dark
corner. The maid in white handed me another boiling
bitter cup, and the women in black gave out one enormous,
consuming sob, so that the rest of us had to gasp for air the
next few minutes. The priest never found out and I guess
Margarita cheated hell-in this way at least. They planted
her in the ground soon after that; she didn't seem to mind;
Rowers hardly ever do.

LIN/\ FERREIRA is Mormon by birth, Catholic by culture, and violent b y
choice. She is an English major, speaks three and a half languages, listens to
LJUcstionabl e music, and watches zombie f-ilms. She will be traveling to Italy this
winter to f-inish her novel and f-inall y add the " artist" part to her self-proclaimed
title of starving artist. When asked to describe her literary genealogy she replied,
" Viq,mua Woolf is my mother; G. Garcia MarLJUeZ is m y father; and Chekhov,
Tolstoy, and Dostoevsky arc my crazy alcoholic uncles."
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A. DEMOS
Point of View

Poetry

JON OGDEN
Creationism: Five Theories

1

White. Every documented fact has started with a blinking black line in the
top-left corner of a one-inch-margin box.
2

1 believe 1 was born blinking. 1 believe 1 was born Siamese-I mean, my mother's

brain and mine are inside of me.
3

111en earth came clean, rubbing Adam's dream from my ribs---she grew gills and
fins-some backwards evolving beauty earth is.
4

She shrinks herself from eel to amoeba, waves her flagella, swims away. God

rides on her back. Eden slithers. Black.
5
There arc bird bones in the clouds. How they Ay too. Ribs as winhrs. Words

s trea1n: how we come too.
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JIM DALRYMPLE
Washing
As an old truck
passes, coating
us in red dust,
the slap of wet clothing
on stone beats
a cadence through palms
that shift in the wind.
Mangos drop
to the ground
and we kick them,
splashing juice
across our shoes
and pant legs. A filth y
dog watches us,
gets up to follow,
collapses
back into the shade.
Finally, descending
the steps, we enter
a courtyard filled
with reflection s
of soapy water
that arc across whitewashed walls.
The slapping stops,
replaced by dunking
and suds that sizzle,
then evaporate
in the heat.
Above the hummed
melody of hymn,
we are called inside
and enter, with dust
settled on our shoulders.
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ASHLEY CHRISTENSEN

Purple House

ADRIENNE AGGEN
And His English Is Good
My mother says in between
bites of tapioca, "You can't possibly like Mexicans!"
and propels a sharp, hallucinatory look over to my father,
who is otherwise engaged in the leather recliner.
"They're awfully short!" she snorts, mouth chockfull of pudding.
"But, I suppose they are good workers."
I want to say, "Mom, you have pudding all down the sleeve of your blouse."
Instead, I eat another deviled egg.
Anti-Hispanic sentiment runs rampant in this house,
vying for first place on our political incorrectness list,
nearly trumping our slang for Brasil nuts.
1 explain to her that Gabriel is talJ, at least six feet,
and is studying economics at the university.
"Oh?" she replies. Pudding. Pudding. Pudding. And
she's up and out of the kitchen in a wild force of skirt, gale-like.
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STEVEN IZENT
Necesidades

What do you believe when you see
mv Buick? You do not understand
the red Aarnes and black paint.

My rims spin, el mariachi canta,
la bandera ondea.
Will you say it looks foolish,
quizas, a bit ridiculous?
You might look
and laugh.
This land, this big cityof highways and skyscrapers,
restaurants and shopping centers,
computers and cell phones.
Mi hija,
do vou have to learn
it is better,
these city comforts?
Pl ease see what I have done.

La musica y la bandera son nuestras.
I painted the Aarne and built this frame,

like the tapestry abuela made.
Your bicycle of rusted metal,
your broken pedal,
the plastic pool won't I-ix,

the center will completely split.
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CHRIS NIELSEN
In the End

1
Meditation inside a tank, 50 miles to Baghdad
And why now
do I arrow o n
if then now
l will not?
And when all is
now, here to me
could it be
that l will take
my was-me
with my left hand
and my will-be-me
with my right
and we three
burn on as one?
2

Phone callfrom Falltjah
1 killed a kid, Morn.
1 didn't mean to, my God,
1 mean I did, but
1 thought he had a gun.
(So I saw him a man
in the alley dark as a womb,
like a bedroom, darker than self,
blacker, much, than "a wet, black bough."
Black channeled into the stick
he was playing with. He was
playing with it. Before the words I fe lt
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1 wanted more than anything

to sleep. To lie instantly in the street,
to breathe deep. 1 wanted
to sleep, but before words I...)
1 shot him through hi s e~'e.
1t was just a stick, Mom.

3

Translation
The falafel's always greener on tl1e inside.
4

"I am become death, destrqyer of worlds"
1 will do my part and run.
1 w ill do my part and run .

l will do m y part and eat a cheeseburger.
A cheeseburger, man.
I wi ll do my laundry and run.
l will clean off the cheese.
l will do my part to kill cleanl y.
l wi ll do my part and quickly drink a Coke.

5
And in the end
I am born backwards into the tightest place.
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] OSEPH FRIEND
On Watching The Godfather I, II, and III
Ever since l\1ichael killed Fredo,
I'm watching the shadows for anything lurking.
Always alert, l 'm afraid, oh,
that someone will get me while sleeping or working.
I get in my car and behi nd me
l halfway expect there a hi t man to be:
some ruthless capo or friend undevoted
by whom 1'11 be riddled o r stabbed or garroted.
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Cox

Isaiah 35-0ne
The old man up and started dancing
with the thunder.
Drops as big as quarters
washed dust from our eyes and
almost smashed
ye llowed finger-high sprouts.
When the cars started pulling to the side of the road
we turned the radio up
and gave out free cokes,
though we drank rainwater which was sweeter
-scared the dog w1der the porch,
the lizard sunning on the wall slunk away to some hole.
Men in suits and barefoot, roadtripping kids
sang and danced and jumped in puddles
and praised the Lord and the sky for the water gathering in pools at our feet,
soaking our dustcaked hair,
filling rain g utters until they rang like bells on a Sundav morning.
This morning I woke, still damp,
to the honeysmell of cherry blossoms
and fat lazy bees buzzing in my hair.
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ADRIENNE AGGEN
Frequen~y

As men groiv older thl!)' lose their ability to hear high-pitched so11nds.
Perhaps this is JJJ!!)' thl!)' prefer the stear!J, compm!)' qf dogs-those
JJJho will hear these }or them. lvomen aren't m11ch better ojf As thry age,
bass tones become inaudible. Nature ivi/1 keep the peace.
put your
fingers over
your earbuds
and slowly
press them
back and forth
to hear the
change in pitch
and you
will understand

why you
will never
satisfy a woman.
the change is subtle and happens faster than the second;
you will notice the tonal shift only as white noise below
your conversation.
understand, this is how she hears things all of the time.
you botl1 liste11 to beetl1oven's 7tl1 in your car witl1 ilie windows rolled
up and rain marathoning down.
neither of you looks at each other. it's as if some game show host
has promised you fifty dollars each if you can burn holes through
the windshield with your eyes.
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she sneezes and you hear the crescendo,
you blink and she hears the pause.
dumb, you sit in stupid silence
wishing you knew falsetto.
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LISA FRASER
Red

l can't stop
my face from burning:
bandana-red, catbirth-red,
Chinese-red, cardinal.
(Not because of a virus or a fever,
not for the witness of a miracle,
a throat full of pepper or
a piece of food caught.)
A Au sh of astonishment thrust up my jaw:
blood
beet
brick.
Sanguine spread of heat blooms
in every cerebral fold
and all this for a simple offerwarmth
like gingerbread
to a woodcutter's daughter.
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Averted Gaze

HENRY

PYE

Football Poem

A wave of arms sloshes inside the stadium
as the home team scores another touchdown
and the cheerleaders' legs rise bke Aags, shine
like rotisserie chicken in the stadium lights.
T.S. Eliot sits to my left, gnawing peanuts with
his yellow front teeth, booing at the ref intermittently.
"He's blinder than :Milton!" and, "Hallmark
writes better poetry than that ref makes calls!" ln
the bleachers vendors come and go, selling overpriced nachos. l turn to steal a peanut from the
crinkled, oily sack Tom clutches in his crinkled,
oily hand. Below us, a waste land of peanut shells
and debris. Above, the October evening spreads
itself across the sky, an enormous beached whale.

We should do this more often, l think to myself,
then turn to say so, but T.S. Eliot has risen to his feet,
his eyes lit up like Christmas trees as he waves a giant
foam finger in the air, his grin wide as Rhode lsland.
Every fifteen minutes he staggers off to use the restroom,
trousers rolled, his bladder a small macadamia as
he waves his bony behind in other spectators' faces
and makes his way towards the exit, soon to reappear
and ask me, "Did 1 miss anything?" I give him the plav
by play. "This beats writing poetry any day," he shouts,
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Pn:
his voice mufAed by cheers and vendors' loud cries,
the entire stadium echoing in perfect unison:

IVi are the ho!IOJv men!

lf7e are the hol/oJV men!
lf'e are the holloJV men!
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JON OGDEN
Sterile

Even though my hands have never clicked mice
to slave my sight to late night phantom bodies,
even though my fists did not pummel sockets
and jaws when our carping children sterned me,
even though these hands did never embezzle,
or needle-prick black-alley-frantic veinsthey still manage to miracle you nothing
except comfort, warmth on your hair.
For when you snifA e and migraine to me
your faith does not think of pills-it thinks
of holy oil and these hands, which are
weak as you but hoping, even then.
And there are dreams of us together.
You pinned in a tin can car, bleeding
to me to save you. Ministering angels dissolve
under pressure. Sirens break a wavering
line to God. Doubt crowds. I find myself,
lukewarm pahn pumping your chest.
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Ennui

ADRIENNE AGGEN
Apparition
Nothing is malleable in an age of deadlines.
But at three, bones arc sti ll figuring themselves out,
deciding how they want to grow and if they'd
rather be firemen or attorneys o r inves tm ent bankers.
Three is a Aexible age,
the docto rs said as they examined
the damage to the bones in my foot from the benevolent wheels
of the garbage truck that would pay m y way through college.
Flexible,
my mother repeats,
breasts sinking toward the Aoo r, the womb pained thin.
She needs to hear this and she needs to sit down, having
rushed me to the hospital in her manner
usually reserved for cereal sales,
one arm holding her infant son, one elevating m y leg
wrapped in a rust-colored hand towel.
Twenty years pass before l return .
This time is different.
No industrial-sized scar to scare,
no drug-spiked pudding, nothing intraveno us.
The doctor actually loo ks about the sam e age as 1 do
as he prepares the tetanus shot and cautions me
about the dangers of barbed wire.
I can't help but picture him three years ago
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in braces, the orthodontic barbed wire
trapping the Aeshy bits of carrots and not-lJUite-rirc tomatoes.
He hands me paperwork, asks about career goals,
and guides me to a perfect rectangular sheet of tissue.
1 am thinking, you and 1, we could have easily been classmates
using this tissue to make paper Rowers and tricerators,
but instead l sit on it in trousers
(and l say words like " trousers") .
lt's daytime and the white of the ward is
nonthreatening as the chemicals enter my skin and torpedo though the veins.
I don't know if the slight shudder is from the needle
or the nonsensical figures of nurses who still, years later, frighten me,
wandering in and out of the room like hungry ghosts.
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LISA FRASER
Textbook and Breakfast

1.

Apartheid is the vague sting of salivary activation
when I am told "the\' suffered."
11.

A great river. All the sad black faces watch it heave slowly by.
111.

Blue music rose out of some fie ld and landed, electrified,
in the round brass beak
of a pressure valve,
trembling.
1V.

ln chapter seven
a won1an stares
at me in se pia from a photo laid Aat.
(A father's blond hand pressed into
a mother's dark, racing heart
mixed a fine sepia for printing.)
She, with the word "slave" punched beneath her on slick
paper,
remains brown
above black and white.
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V.

Margin not to pale children bent on fame:
steam and bloody cotton
are all it takes to ge t a great river
into your instrwnent.
Vl.

I find that my mo rning grapefr uit, too,
elicits a salivary ache not so different from the ache
o ne would get in one's calves
during a midnight
.
.
nver crossmg.
Vll.

Hound sounds
mean the paper boy is here.
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MICHAEL JUDD
The Junction

The man across the aisle
swings his sh o ulders, twists to see
yo u cross, recross you r legs. 1 glare,
you blush. A brush of wind: a tree,
a house dash by the train. We share
a worn, bare seat, a pile
of magazines, three
hours in the dark. You wear
that shirt, two sizes small, and smile
as Wting high school students stare,
their fingers fishing pockets while
they measure you. We'll be
at the junction soon: that's where
we'll snowball fight, yo u'IJ iron, l 'IJ
rewire that lamp, you'll stow a key
for me beneath the mat. One mile
to go, you close your eyes, leave me
to wake you when we're there.
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BIOGRAPHIES

Poets
ADR I ENNE AGGEN is a senior studying advertising and graphic design. She

once read in a book by Milan Kw1dera that advertising is the poetry of the
everyday. "It transforms the simple objects of everyday l.ife into poetry. Thanks
to advertising, everydayness has started sinl:,>ing." She tied for second place in
the 2006 Mayhew poetry contest; she has yet to meet anyone who can beat her
in Balderdash.
HENRY PYE from Sacramento, Californ.ia, is the recipient of an Academy of

American Poets College Prize and several park.ing tickets.

N ATALlE Cox is a sen.ior from Provo, Utah. She is an English major and an
editing m.inor, and after graduation she will either continue her education in
English or go to business school. She is a member of the Utah School of Young
Artists. She received the Carolyn Barnes poetry award and placed th.ird in the
Mayhew poetry contest.
grew up in southern Californ.ia. I le is currently a sen.ior in
English and plans to pursue h.is master's degree after graduation. I le is also a
member of The Utah School of Young Artists.

JIM DALRYMPLE

LISA FRASER presently lives and works in the Washington D.C. area as an

illustrator for a landscape arch.itecture company. She's single and loves all things
bright and beautiful includ.ing performing and recording original tunes, pa.inting
and drawing, running, adrenaline-evok.ing outdoor activities, and attractive
1nen.
JoSEPI I FRlli ND is a sen.ior majoring in Engl.ish. I-le works as a radio journalist

in Provo, where he lives with his wife, Brooke. If.is creative work has recently
appeared in Inscape and sto,]'S 011th.
M1 c 1IAEJ. JUDD was born in South Jordan, Utah, where tra.ins carry cows
instead of people. f\ s a student in New .Jersey, a trip to New York made Michael
a train passenger for the first time. "The _I unction" was the inevitable result.
Despite claims made in the poem, Michael does not, in fact, know how to rewire

a lamp.
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S·n ,: VEN KENT is from Atlanta, Ceoq..,ria. I le is a senior majoring in English
and minoring in f-ilm . I !is critical essa\" "/\ctual \v'cakness in Othello and Much
, \do about Nothing" will soon be published in BYU's newly formed journal of
literary criticism.

Cl [Rl S NrELSEN was grown in the fertile San Joaquin Valley of California.
I-le is currently pursuing an Mi\ degree in Latin American literature at BYU,
focusing his research on the relationship between literature and music in Chile's
various social movements. Chris delights in the poetry of Whitman, Unamuno,
Neruda, Kinnell, and Zagajewski. Jazz recently arrived in Chris's life. He takes
D&C 98: 16 literally.

JON OGDEN is a literature major and a business minor. He works at the Writing

Center at BYU, and he plans to write seven more poems.
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Toothpick Dreams

Fiction

ERIN OTT
Wanderlust

Bryce Canyon

D

irt is matted in the treads-as if trying to convince
me that this is where I grew, that these leather planters
have some permanent hold on my roots. I'd like to believe
it. The hlm of mud pleases me. Boots ought to be dirty,
but these have been deprived of their birthright for years.
lt's hard to hnd raw, wet soil amid concrete and ofhce buildings.
Flannel. Owned not for utility but because at one time the
tags indicated a price high enough to demand acceptance.
Jeans embarrassed by the dark, unfaded stain of the denim. All
at home surrounded by sagebrush and red dust. All belong,
but only in pictures.

J-iJ C J'IO N

The sharp smell of sagebrush, at least I've been told
that's where it's coming from, pervades m y lungs. My nose
wrinkles involuntarily, revealing for a moment exactly
what 1 don't want to admit. A few more deep breaths and
the scent becomes sweet; my own heritage arguing within
me. My mother's mother, my own mother-once-removed,
grew up about an hour from here. A distance that seems
negligible in this place where the horizon takes no notice of
days, much less hours. The red of the canyon walls runs in
my veins. I have been here before. Or rather 1 have passed
by here before. Always there was somewhere to go, some
destination to reach. It never occurred to me that the scene
blurring past the car window was any more tangible than
the picture behind the glass of our TV. If you catch me halfawake and ask, I might tell you that I've lived here all my life.
Not meaning to lie, just letting something else in me answer.
Wanting to claim the inheritance I came into a lifetime too
late to own.
I've heard it said that if you aren't used to it, the ocean
of sky feels oppressive, drowning. That it's hard to catch your
breath. I think this is true. There is something unsettling abo ut
this land that is too bare to keep any secrets. It makes me think
of those dreams where yo u find yo urself in the middle of the
cafeteria, completely naked, and wake up with the blood still
warm in your cheeks. But it is only a dream and soon enough
I'll be back where the only way to sec sky is to look straight
up and hope that at least has been left unobstructed.

New York Ciry
Get out before the doors close. Move. Quick Quick
Quick. Don't lose sight of the group, but don't stop moving
either. Follow traffic. Down the platform, Up the stairs. Step
out into the light. Blink twice. Breathe.
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The few who don't know the rules shout out requests.
He plays them all. The curly ashen remnants of hair splotchy
against the dark black o f his scalp make m e think he must
be somewhere between thirty and eighty. The pangs of the
tarnished alto saxophone reverberate through the metal
canister of the subway. They bounce and ricochet until you
can't tell o ne note from another. I listen, tryi ng to loo k )jke
I'm not, waiting for the error. lt never comes. Six years of
lessons outdone on a subway on a Thursday afternoon in the
middle of Jul y. It takes m any m ore lessons and several more
years before I learn to play compassion.
The cosmopolitan clack of my shoes against the sidewalk
echoes with confidence. H eading uptown 1 look through,
never at, the well -tailored pinstripes, the silkened legs. lt
is harder to ignore the huddled masses of rotting cotton and
polyes ter that grow like mold from the marble and concrete
of any corner or door frame. Just don't look down and
it's only one, two steps until you 're past. The shadow of a
memory tries to fight its way fro m my head to my heart.
Caught about halfway down my throat, it lurks and lingers
throughout the evening like a phrase from a language 1
don't speak. Hours later, a final swallow in the exhausted
restlessness before 1 fall asleep brings at least a partial
translation ... it's som ething 1 read somewhere, something
about the "least of these" . ..
1 don't bring a purse. 1 keep a twenty in th e front pocket
of my pants, another zipped inside my coat, a third inside my
sock, folded under the arch of my right foot. There is safety
in distrust. You get what you expect and are never disappointed.
Except maybe when you come home time after time with
a folded twenty under the arch of your right foot.
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Arkansas
No matter when we start the drive, we always arrive
in the middle of the night. Stepping bleary-eyed from the
cramped confines of the van, my ears are the first to register
the change in location. The rattling, electric buzz of cicada
overpowers any stillness night might have lent to the air. Small,
flying insects knock against the headlights and our legs. The
driveway radiates heat like an oven someone forgot to -turn
off after the day's baking was done. The heat is comforting.
No one here is cold, regardless of circumstances. The air is
dense and hard to swallow. It is not dark, whether because of
a full moon or a porch light I don't remember. 1 hold out my
arms for my dictated allotment of luggage and head towards
the house. I feel the short hairs framing my face beginning
to curl. The door is unlocked and I'm asleep on the floor,
a sleeping bag barely unrolled beneath me, before anyone
comes down to say hello.

Home
If I squint just right and stop blinking long enough for my
eyes to grow hazy 1 can see the giant oaks overhanging Main
Street. Fifty feet apart and straight across from one another,
branches weaving a canopy to keep the road in constant shade.
Petals skitter across the ground like confetti left over from
a celebration of the last solstice. Piles of them accumulate
along the sides of the street as if waiting for the clean-up
crew after a ticker tape parade. It was easier to believe that the
world was a nice place then. They took the trees down to put
in a sidewalk. Couldn't decide which side so they took them
all down. Would keep the frantic, the strolling, the observing
off the streets. The street is bare now ... too hot to enjoy.
Guess they were right.
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A curious breeze occasionally meanders in through the
open window. Somewhere between dream and thought, 1 turn
to taste the damp, dark air. The high-pitched cadences of the
distant pond-dwellers successfully lull the audience to restless
slumber. Waking at a noise remembered but not heard, denial
keeps my eyes closed. The thread-bare, nearly transparent
sheet lies in a crumpled wad at the foot of the bed. My body
tenses as my neck complains against the weight of my own
head. With o ne ar m 1 Rip over the Aattened mass of pillow.
The momentary coolness against my cheek, like stepping into
a shadow, just long enough to fall back asleep.
We had to go inside when the streetlight turned on.
Curfew grew later as the days grew longer. Barefoot, we
could feel the pavement begin to cool as the sun disappeared
into waves of gold and amber. Our shadows showed us as
grown-ups. Too tired to chase the missed catch, we ignore the
ball as it comes to rest against the curb three houses down.
Like wind-up toys struggling to maintain the final dragging
turns of the key, the momentum of our play slows. We sit
on the lowered tailgate of tl1e small black pick-up, legs
swinging a foot above ground. We look away from the sound
of the door closing. A younger brother, drawn by the lamp
shining through the window and the far-off sounds of a
television, leaves behind another day. Maybe this is why we'll
tease hin1 tomorrow. Without conversation, we wait for the
streetlight to turn on.

ER IN DI CK liRSON OT!' was born and raised in Connecticut. In 1994 Erin

won f-irst place in the Crumwell Grange poster con test and was awarded a
prize of $1. I Icr total prize winnings to date equal $ 1. E rin married Hryce
Ott in 2002 and welcomed a son n:uned William in 2005 . Erin completed
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JULIA DELONG
Sure!J the People Is Grass

T

he tall corn stalks stirred in the breeze on the cahn
August afternoon, and the yellow-headed sunflowers
bent gradually towards the west, blithely ignoring the passing
train. The sun in its deep blue sky warmed the ripe fields.
The girl sat alone in the train compartment. She put her
thin hand to her forehead, then gave a long sigh as she slowly
massaged the bridge of her nose. Her short-sleeved summer
dress was faded and worn. Dropping her hands to her lap
and crossing her slender knees, she turned her head to look
out the window and gaze past the scenery, fixing her eyes on
some point beyond the horizon. When the train lurched to
a stop, she still hadn't changed position, nor did she move
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when the sliding door of the compartment jerked open and
a pair of busy heels tapped their way to the seat across from
her. The train's wheels shrieked back into motion and the
door slammed itself closed with the first forward heave of
the car.
"Tickets, please," barked a voice from down the hallway.
The girl finally stirred, stretching her legs and slowly bending
her body away from the window to retrieve her purse from
the seat beside her and fish through its contents. The prim old
lady sitting across from her in a neat gray suit did the same.
The conductor, a brusque, balding man, slid the door halfway
open and stuck his head in to repeat his request. When he
saw that the women had produced their papers, he stepped
into the compartment, snatched, punched, and returned the
tickets, and then without looking at the two women again,
exited the compartment.
The girl sagged back into her seat and resumed her
unblinking gaze through the window while the old lady
produced a pair of knitting needles and the green tangle of
some unfinished project. Sitting perfectly upright, she began
to knit with quick competence, raising her eyebrows to peer
at her work over her glasses. The insistent clacking of her
needles matched the rhythm of the train wheels propelling
them forward.
Outside, the brilliant blue September sky paled just a shade
and the sun lost a degree of warmth. The girl shivered.
At the next stop, the old lady neatly packed away her
knitting in a large black purse, stood up with the same
upright posture with which she had sat down, and left the
compartment. Outside in the fields, the ears of corn browned
and dried, and the heavy sunflowers drooped even though
the sun was still high in the sky.
The train lurched back to its slow chug as two new
passengers entered the compartment. A middle-aged man
dressed in a dark suit sat down on the edge of the seat across
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from the girl and perched his briefcase on his lap. He glanced
at his watch, then out the window, then at his watch again. He
drummed his fingers on his briefcase.
The other passenger, a boy of about fifteen years dressed
in faded black jeans and a worn leather jacket, had earphones
on. The beat of his music pulsed in rhythm with the wheels
of the train as he slouched down on an empty seat, closed his
eyes, and sprawled his legs across the compartment.
His stupor was interrupted by a harsh voice. "Tickets,
please!" the conductor barked again, inserting his head
through the half-open door and slipping in when the new
passengers had located their tickets. The conductor punched
them and left without another glance, letting the door slam
shut behind him.
The girl slid her tired eyes from the now-razed fields
to her lap where her hands rested. Her thin fingers, woven
together, lay there motionless. Her face had paled to the same
colorless shade as the sky that roofed the grassless fields below.
The boy resumed his slouch as his music banged on,
and the man periodically opened his briefcase and shuffled
papers around, then clicked it closed before checking his
watch again.
Thunderclouds had gathered by the time the train stopped
again, and the man in the suit jumped up hastily and exited
the compartment. He was replaced by two younger women,
perhaps in their late twenties, who chattered incessantly,
nodding their heads and flapping their hand s to punctuate
their speech. They sat down in two adjacent seats, facing each
other at an angle so their knees touched as they talked. Their
shrill gabbing beat at the silence until the renewed persistent
chugging of the old train enveloped their voices and matched
the rhythm of their flapping and nodding.
The rain began to beat at the window and run down
from the roof in rivers and still the women chattered and still
the boy's music banged. They were interrupted only by the
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conductor, who again barked his demand through the halfopen door. He stepped in when the women produced their
tickets without pausing in their conversation or looking at
him, then left immediately after punching the tickets.
The empty, grassless fields outside were now lakes of
mud, and the trees that lined the tracks were bare of leaves,
exposed to the wind and rain. The girl sighed and gazed out
the window again past the fields. Her breathing gradually
became more erratic, sometimes short puffs, sometimes long
exhalations. She closed her eyes and leaned back into her seat,
shivering in her thin dress. Her skin was almost transparent
now as her fragile body weakened.
When the train stopped next, the October storm had
calmed to a light November rain and the water now caressed
the window more gently. The two women stood and left the
compartment together, still chattering and nodding, and
the boy, with great effort, launched hin1self to a standing
position before staggering out, taking his music with him.
As the train resumed its course and the girl remained
alone again in the compartment, tl1e only sound was the
throb of the wheels and the patter of the rain on the window.
Outside, the sky whitened and the rain gradually quieted to
a gentle snowfall, covering the muddy fields and the naked
branches of the trees. The girl, no longer shivering, sagged
lower into her seat. Her erratic breathing slowly calmed, then
faded as the snow settled cleanly on the silent fields.
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WENDY WITTWER
The Names

B

efore 1 turned seven, my one regret was that 1 had too
many names. Not the slick kind, where the syllables roll
on and on like water over smooth stones. My names sounded
)jke th e time I saw a man running his bike into a pottery stand
at a market: metal twisting and clay shattering. Somehow, my
mother-my proper E nglish mum trapped in an American's
body-made my names into a kind of melody, but only because
she savoured each of the syllables so much. Anyone else who
tried to pronounce the full business failed fantastically.
My parents had the most British names in1aginable:
E lizabeth and James. How two people named for monarchs
could come up with my jumbled names was a question 1
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pondered frequently. Everyone called n1.e Ash for short, one
of those nicknames that was easy to yell during in1.promptu
football matches in the park; only Mum used more than one
of my names at any given tinl.e. She always said my names
were a representation of what all men should strive to be:
tough, yet lyrical. She was careful to say that tl1.e most when
Dad was home, arching her eyebrow and elevating the pitch
of her voice. The grin that always accompanied such pert
assessments of tl1.e male sex always negated the nagging tone
she tried to achieve-her jovial British lawyer of a husband
couldn't help but laugh. She always said she had to be lyrical
enough for tl1.e both of us. That wasn't to say Dad didn't
give his best effort, though. He did try. We went out together
every weekend to experience as much culture as Mum could
possibly inject us with, clainl.ing that not taking advantage of
London's many free museums and exhibits would be a serious
offense against Art.
The mysteries of Van Gogh and Dali could never captivate
Dad, but all of us-especiaUy Dad-loved foreign films. We
took lots of trips to cinemas in different areas of town, and
even when 1 was too young to decipher the subtitles, 1 loved
to guess at the stories by the faces and sounds flashing in the
cinema. A good story was always well received, no matter
the language. My favourites were the Indian hims, the big,
BoUywood melodramas, because I loved watchjng the colours
dance around the screen and 1 loved hearing Mum try to sing
along to the film soundtracks in garbled Hindi when we made
dinner at home. Perhaps the lavish musicals were a little much
for Dad, but Mum and 1 were implacable in our affection for
those crazy hims. Hearing the resonating sitar or the heavy
dhol beats wrapped me in a sort of saffron dream.
But my imagination rud not live on saffron alone. My
deep love, the love that sparked my blood and weaved through
my consciousness, was reading.
At school, a teacher once asked us to write down our
earliest memory and make a story out of it. 1 couldn't focus
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on a particular memory because my life was already full of
so many stories-some of them mine, but most of them
the result of countless afternoons reading with Mum in
Kensington Gardens. She usually took me when Dad was
at his office working on cases, but he'd come with us on
weekends. During the week, Mum always carried a picnic
basket full of good food and good novels, and I carried my
football. We'd make our way to our favourite tree, calling
hello to Prince Albert's monument and passing the row of
trees that bordered his huge memorial. Sometimes Mum
would ask Al how his day was, if he thought we'd get rain
that day, if he'd seen the Beckhams strolling in the park that
day-anything to make me giggle.
We'd find our spot, where Al was just out of view, and
we'd start spreading the blanket and setting up the food. She'd
hum for a while-a Bollywood tune, typically-then she'd
ask me what story 1 wanted to continue that day. Should we
find out what happened on the island with Robinson Crusoe?
Or maybe see if the Musketeers are able to get to the Duke
of Buckingham in time? Perhaps Roxanne has finally found
out that Christian used Cyrano's letters. I'd pick a story, then
she'd read out loud while 1 kicked the football about. lf Dad
came, then we'd pass the ball back and forth, but when he
wasn't there 1 used a nearby tree as target practice, watching
the black and white ball thwack against the trunk and only
stopping if the story got really exciting. Sometimes a story
would catch me completely by surprise; when Mum read
me the bit about Hamlet's uncle poisoning Hamlet's dad, 1
accidentally kicked my ball directly into a passing runner's
head. l didn't see that one coming.
Mum loved reading long names to me in those stories,
threatening to give me more and more middle names with
each new novel. I think she would have given me every
name Shakespeare ever put in his plays if my passport had
more space. Ultimately, she settled for five names: Ashton
Yashardovan Kapoor Horatio Brown.
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James gently lifted the blankets and slipped into bed next
to his wife. Elizabeth's eyes looked blank, distant, caught in
some whirl of subconscious he couldn't penetrate. He settled
himself, smoothing the sheets and blankets on top of him
and fluffing his pillow. He laid his head down and watched
her, examining the fine lines that were beginning to creep
around her eyes and mouth even when she wasn't smiling. He
reached over and lightly rested his hand on hers. "Lizzy, it'll
work in the end. It has to. You'll see."
She paused for a moment then nodded her head, making
a faint swish sound against the pillow.
Through the open window,James could hear a group of
men wailing drunken congratulations to each other. One or
two cars passed, and a dog howled at the men. The sounds
echoed up to their third-level window, filling the space
between James and his wife. On a different night, they might
have giggled over one man's slurred epithet at the offending
dog or created wild stories about their lives-but not tonight.
A small breeze blew in, making tiny ripples in the curtains
near the window and in Elizabeth's hair. He waited, watching
her half-closed eyelids and feeling her breath close to hin1.
"I'm just so afraid for him," she finally whispered.
"l am, too." He gave her hand a squeeze and continued,
"But we can't avoid it anymore. He's asking too many
questions-kids at school are asking too many questions. I'm
out of empty answers."
She sighed. "l know,James. 1 know." The gold Reeks in her
hazel eyes began to reflect more brightly, shining with saline as
tears slipped down her face. ''Will he ever forgive us?"
"Shh," James whispered, bringing his hand up to brush
her tears away with the pad of his thumb.
Her tears turned to sobs, and she squeezed her eyes shut.
James pulled her close to him, resting her head on his chest
and humming softly to her as her body shook. "I don't want to
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hurt him," she repeated over and over. The nighttime sounds
out the window decreased to a still hush, the dark blue sky
faded to a deep black, and slowly her sobs began to soften.
Before things changed, 1 used to ask Mum what my
names meant, why she chose them. She always responded
with something clever to make me chuckle and forget what I'd
asked. But somehow the question would always spring back
into my head, and I'd search for answers on my own. The
Horatio and Brown parts were easy-Horatio for Hamlet,
Mum's favourite play, and Brown for Dad's last name. That
time when we read Hamlet in the park, 1 made Mum stay
until it got dark and cold so 1 could hear what happened to
Horatio in the end. Her voice was shaky when she read the last
scene-Ophelia had already snuffed off by that point-and
1 felt sorry when Hamlet had to go, too. But 1 was secretly
happy that Horatio outlived all of them, that he was picked
to tell their story.
Two of my five names 1 understood. The other three
were a mystery. When 1 asked Mum about Ashton, she said
something about finding a ton of ash in my ears when I was
born. My best mate Danny's dad was a doctor, and he said
babies are never born with ash in their ears. Mum laughed so
hard when I told her what Danny's dad had said that little tears
sprouted in the corners of her eyes. 1 didn't wonder so much
about Ashton as the others, though. Ashton was a strong
English name, Dad said, and that was all 1 needed to know.
Kapoor was more difficult. Of course, a few BoUywood
actresses had that last name, but Mum avoided films featuring
either of the infamous Kapoor sisters. Nothing was as
frustrating to Mum as a perfectly good Bollywood adventure
botched by too much hip shaking. Other than in Bollywood,
1 saw Kapoor on adverts all over London, especially since
we went for Indian food all the time. lt naturally came with
loving Indian movies, Mum said. Dad liked his curries as spicy
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as possible, but Mum and 1 Liked the milder, more flavourful
stuff. Mum knew loads of the restaurant owners, and when
1 was really little she started learning proper Hindi. She'd
rehearse the devanagari alphabet with me sometimes-ka,
kha, ga, gha, and so on-and she taught me a few phrases so
1 could make the owners and their wives chuckle. They loved
me as much as they loved Mum, though probably because
1 would unknowingly propose marriage or profess undying
devotion to them in my film -influenced smattering of Hindi.
Maybe Kapoor came from one of the owners, or maybe from
a movie. It still didn't make any sense; I'd rather be spared the
confusion of having an Indian name than honor a bloke who
made brilliant naan.
The one that really puzzled me was Yashardovan. Never,
outside of my own name, had I heard of anyone else called
Yashardovan. Yashardovan was the ultimate enigma.
"We'll be fine, Mom," ELizabeth said. She walked quickl y
from the sink to the stove, squishing the phone between her
cheek and her shoulder as she went. "Yeah," she mumbled,
turning the heat down on the burner that was threatening to
scorch her alfredo sauce. "Uh huh. Mmm." She grabbed the
whisk and started swirling the contents of the pot while she
listened to her mother offer comforting-but repetitiveaffirmations of support. "Mom, we can't wait that long to tell
him. You and daddy aren't com.ing to England for another
four months." The steam from the sauce slowly condensed
on the phone until it started to slip from under her cheek.
She grabbed the phone just before it plunked into her sauce.
"Mom, 1 have to go. I'Li caU you tomorrow to tell you how it
went, ok? Love you."
Elizabeth clicked the phone off and set it on the counter,
taking a moment to survey the state of her interrupted dinner
preparations. A large pot of water was boiling on the stove
waiting for the noodles she hadn't unwrapped, and the oven
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beeped that it was ready for the chicken she hadn't begun to
broil. Elizabeth sighed, brushing a lock of hair out of her
face and trying not to think about the tile floor she hadn't
swept ye t.
The faint smack of a football against the wall reverberated
down the hallway. "Ash, honey, no football in the flat," she
called, cringing. She cupped both hands over her perspiring
face, shook her cradled head slowly, and muttered frustrated
sentiments to herself. Elizabeth stood in that spot for a few
moments, disregarding her unfinished dinner and thinking of
the small boy with a flopp y shock of jet-black hair just a few
metres away.
Ashton crept into the room unnoticed, clutching his ball
to his chest and heaving a sigh of boredom. She whipped
around to face him, straightening her apron and blinking away
the moisture gathering in her eyes. She smiled. "Ash, 1 didn't
even hear you come in. You'd make an excellent musketeer."
His mouth twisted into a wry grin. "Musketeers just need
to shout and fight, Mum. Not be sneaky."
She laughed. "Too right. But 1 have a mission for you,
anyway. How would you like to sweep the floor while 1 finish
dinner? Dad should be home from court soon."
Ashton dropped his football and walked over to the
pantry, grabbing the broom and waving it around like a sword,
calling out for Athos and the other musketeers to help him
defeat his crumb-and-dust foes. Elizabeth began preparing
the pasta and snuck small peeks at his antics when he wasn't
watching.
An hour later, the small family was seated at the dinner
table discussing the day's activities, munching on the result
of Elizabeth's labours. Ashton gushed enthusiasm about the
goals he'd scored that day in the park, and James told them
about his court cases, making Ashton laugh at his description
of the sleepy judge who kept asking James to repeat his
statements.
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Elizabeth watched her two boys thoughtfully, trying to
laugh with them but growing more and more quiet as the meal
progressed. She scraped her fork around the uneaten food on
her plate. When the fork began making light tapping sounds
against the plate she realized that her hand was shaking. Her
breath became shallow and she could feel beads of sweat
gather on her face. She looked at James-a shadow passed
between them. His face fell, and he slowly nodded.
Ashton looked back and forth between his parents, and
his smile slowly evaporated. "Mum? Dad? What's wrong?"
Elizabeth's eyes were locked on her plate, and James
roughly cleared his throat. The clock's tick seemed to echo in
the room, ringing in their ears. Elizabeth's eyes slowly traveled
to the window, and she could see the sky begin to blacken.
She wanted to reach out and wrap herself in the darkness,
disappearing into an anesthetic night.
"Ashton," James began, "we have something to tell you."
1 found out what Yashardovan meant a few weeks after 1
turned seven. Yashardovan meant that my world was fractured.
Yashardovan meant that Shakespeare and Dumas couldn't
define my existence anymore. Yashardovan meant that the
green of Kensington and the warmth of our Aat was a life 1
was given by chance.
Yashardovan was my father's name. My real father's name.
Mum and Dad took turns telling me about who 1 reall y
was. Dad began by telling me again how he and Mum had
met-she was a pretty American art student visiting Cam bridge
for a semester, and he was a serious Brit who thought he had
no time for anything but law books before she blew in to
the university. But the part I'd never heard before was that
a few years after they were married and settled in London,
they found out that she couldn't have children. They tried
to explain in small, simple phrases, and somehow my mind
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wrapped around the information, like 1 was being reminded
of something l knew deep down.
Mum. took comfort in art, in plays, in music, in foreign
films. She discovered Indian films while walking around a
suburb of East London one day when she passed a small
video shop with exotic adverts showing glitzy women and welldressed men. Intrigued and somewhat amused, she entered.
The clerk in the store was a young Indian girl from a remote
village in the Punjab region; her bubbly enthusiasm for her
store was contagious, and she and Mum became fast friends.
That shop clerk-the petite, excitable Anjuli Kapoor-was
my real mother.
Anjuli's strictly conservative, Hindu family had cut her
off completely when she ran off with a dashing Muslim who'd
been visiting her town for a friend's wedding. They rushed to
London and tried to start a life there; Yashardovan served food
at an Indian restaurant and Anjuli became a clerk at the video
store. When Mum met her, Anjuli had just become pregnant.
A few months into the pregnancy, Yashardovan disappeared.
Mum tried to help Anjuli as best she could, but Anjuli was
crushed. Her parents wouldn't acknowledge her, exclaiming
that any daughter who chose the Angrezi way above tl1eir
way was dead to them. She was expunged from their will and
from their lives, and she was stranded in a foreign land with
no way to raise the baby she was carrying.
Mum and Dad told me about the night 1 was born. There
were complications, Mum said, and Anjuli lost a lot of blood.
l was delivered strong and healthy, but J\njuli faded quickly.
Before she died, Mum promised to always take care of me.
"Make him an English sahib, Lizzy," Anjuli pleaded. "Give
him what l couldn't."
Anjuli gave me my life-and hers with it. She also gave
me her names.
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Ashton was silent for three days. James still kicked the
football with him, and Elizabeth still read to him, but no
matter what they tried, he would not speak. Elizabeth would
weep at night in her husband's arms and awake the next
morning to Ashton's silence.
On the fourth day, she took Ashton to the park as usual,
but she carried only one large novel in the bottom of the
picnic basket. She didn't try to make Ashton laugh by calling
salutations to Prince Albert-instead, she went directly to their
tree. Ashton followed behind her with his shoulders slumped
and his feet dragging. When the blanket was spread, he sat
down and stared into the distance, his face expressionless.
E lizabeth felt familiar tears fight their way to the surface,
but she clenched her jaw to stop them. She looked at Ashton
for a long tin1e, studying his caramel skin and deep eyes and
watching his dark hair ruffl e in the wind. She pulled the novel
out of her basket and set it gently in front of her.
"Ashton," she said, th e sound coming out more firmly
than she'd expected. "I'm going to start reading yo u a very
large book. It's called The Far Pavilions. lt's got adventure and
fighting, which we both love, but this is a special book." She
paused, trying to detect some sort of reaction or interest in
his large brown eyes. Finding nothing, she continued anyway.
"Ashton, yo ur first name came from this book."
His eyes narrowed and he looked at her, flinching as if
he expected a verbal blow.
She smiled, trying to ease his discomfort, and continued.
"There's a boy named Ashton in ,his book. He was raised in
hills that looked like this"-here ~he showed him the glossy
cover of the novel-"and he looked a lot like you. His life
was kind of like yours as well. His whole childhood he grew
up thinking he was an lndian servant, but it wasn't true. You
know what he was, Ash?"
He shook his head slowly, eyeing the book cover.
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"He was the son of a rich British woman who died right
after he was born. But the woman who raised him loved him
so much, and they were so happy together, that he always
called her Ma-ji. She may not have been his first Ma, his real
Ma, but she was the Ma that always stayed with him and loved
him. You know what Ma-ji means in Hindi? Remember,
honey?"
Ashton hung his head, staring at the blades of grass before
him. He sat there, motionless, for several minutes. Elizabeth
tried to see his face, tried to read his features, but he hid his
eyes from her. Small wet splotches appeared on the front of
his shirt from the tears dripping slowly off his cheeks. His
shoulders began to shake, and his silent tears soon turned to
sputtering sobs. He stood up and tentatively walked the few
steps to Elizabeth, his knees wobbling. She caught him in her
arms, and as she rocked him and smoothed his hair, he finally
whispered: "Ma-ji means Mum. It means Mum."
He cuffed his tears away with his sleeve and twisted in
her arms so he was sitting in her lap. "Read it to me, Mum.
Tell me about Ashton."
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] EFFREY TUCKER
Couching Westwood

A

side from clothes and textbooks, the only thing in
college that truly belonged to me was a daisy-yellow sofa
l kept on my apartment complex's front lawn, and now the
sofa was gone, stolen, vanished without a trace, except for a
four-by-eight rectangle of dead grass looming loud. I stood
on that patch of brown turf with clenched fists, thinking of
how, thanks to the sofa, I'd once made out with a nun. Now
l could forget about that ever happening again.
"Dan!" 1 yelled. "Get out here!" Dan's my roommate.
He didn't come, so I hollered "Get out here, now!" twice
more before I heard the apartment door open and shut.
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"Where's your couch?" he said, walking across the lawn.
"I thought you liked it." Dan is Chinese-Canadian, originaLly
from Shanghai by way of Quebec. He emigrated to Canada
as a kid, then moved to Westwood after doing high school on
a Blackfoot reservation in Montana-he came as a foreign
exchange student and never left, picking Idaho potatoes
every summer to pay for college. (Crisscrossing state lines
probably helped throw immigration off his trail, too.) He
got into college using a fake social security card. He's on the
university's Native American dance team-a talent he picked
up on the reservation-and he tries to look the part, wearing
his black hair at waist-length and beaded moccasins on his
stomp-calloused feet.
I swallowed hard . "Someone yanked it, Dan. I was
coming back from school when I noticed." Dan had a
textbook, The Bible According to Eight Californians Claiming to Be
Angels and/ or Demons, in his right hand, a finger stuck into its
pages; he just nodded, thumping the book softly against his
right knee. He's a theology major, studying to be some kind
of nondenominational pastor. "Just a sofa," l continued, "I
know, but makes me feel violated."
''Violated is a strong word, Paul," Dan said in his pinched
tenor. "For a thrift-store couch?" I nodded . Dan shifted the
book to his other hand. "Call the police, sure, but don't let it
eat you. You've had it out here for two years and nothing's
happened. I'd say you've been lucky." H e sat down crosslegged on the lawn. ''After all, sofas are sofas."
"Two and a half years, Dan."
"Right. Just call the police, and we'll ..."
"Dan," l said, a Little louder, and my voice creaked,
"have you ever had something stolen from you? Something
you actually cared about?" His calm was sandpaper on my
nerves, and I'd had it. "Sure-it was a used sofa. But it was 11ry
used sofa. Rent an apartment-landlord ups the rent, you're
gone! Buy a house-earthquake shakes it down! Boats sink,
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countries dissolve, churches go bankrupt, but for two and a
half years 1 had nry place, and 1 needed that."

''A country tends to last longer than a couch."
1 paced a three-yard track next to Dan, back and forth,
closing my eyes against the setting sun. ''Yeah, but human decency
should o utlast everything. What's next? 1 mean, 1 understand
stealing a car or a million bucks, but this was a sofa!"
"Sit down, Paul." 1 did, o n Dan's right side, cross-legged,
like him. He wasn't smiling anymore. "I'll get serious. You
asked m e if l've ever lost anythi ng," he said, slowly. "l have."
D an held up hi s hand. "It's still rough from potato picking,
you know. Wasn't just for college money." He looked up at
the hills. "My famil y never understood why 1 went to live on
the reservation," he said, " but I loved th e culture, the beliefs.
Still do. Probably my religious studies thing." Glancing down
at hi s textbook, he co ntinued, "When 1 was seventeen, some
Sioux guys down in Kansas got it through their heads to put
on a Sun Dance, the vision quest, like the old timers did.
My parents gave m e permission to go, even after I told them
what went on."
1 shifted on the grass. "What does go on?"
Dan's mouth opened, then closed; he bit his lip. "Kinda
hard to explain. The main event involves piercing the skin on
your chest with big hooks. Then you attach the hooks to a tall
pole with rope and pull against the hooks until they rip out
of your chest."
"Then, what, you see a vision?"
''Yes." Dan paused. ''You see whatever you want to see,
really. I certainly wanted a vision." He leaned over and ripped
a few blades of grass from the lawn. "l picked potatoes all
summer for cash, took a bus down to Kansas in August, and
met the guys on the res. You should have seen the pole, Paul,
standing against the sky. Looked like Jacob's Ladder to me."
H e rubbed hi s finger and thumb together, grinding the grass
and sprinkling it into the air. "The health department showed
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up; they didn't want us messing with the hooks and bleeding
all over the place. We figured that it was pretty stupid to d ance
without the hooks and broke it up. There was a Denny's
nearby, so we went and blew my bus fare on pancakes."
''And no dance since then?"
"Nope. University won't let me; wouldn't be the same,
anyway." Dan picked up his textbook and cleared his throat.
"Gotta get back to homework." H e shouted, "Hope you
hnd the couch!" over his shoulder as he went back into the
apartment. I lay down on the lawn and began thinking about
the nun again.
Two years ago, I'd just arrived from U tah, and, aside from
the apartment's provided bed, I didn't have any furniture, so
I picked up th e sofa at a Wilshire Boulevard thrift store. Dan,
m y then-new roommate, made me stick the sofa out on the
lawn. " It smells skunky," he said-whatever that meansand " I don't want to give people the wro ng impression." Fine,
I tho ught, and dragged the sofa out o nto the grass. Nobody
seemed to mind its presence, even the complex's gardener,
who ignored the possibility of dead grass in the sofa's shadow.
The plan was to leave the sofa outside for a few days and
ventilate the smell away, but about that time, Dan joined the
dance team and began practicing in his bedroom, filling our
apartment with the leathery throb of drums and moccas111clad feet, m aking it impossible to study. So I left the sofa
outside. One night-abo ut a week after l got the sofa-Dan
was banging away in hi s room, I was lying sideways on the
sofa, studying, and suddenly this leggy girl appeared, coming
down the sidewalk right at me, stumbling every few steps
when her high-heels caught on a crack. She wore some kind
of hooded cape-it clasped only at her neck, leaving the
rest of its length to Rutter open. A miniskirt danced o n h er
hips, a red vinyl number that reached maybe six inches down
her thighs, and she tugged at its hem with one hand while the
other swung a small purse by its strap.
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J\nd then 1 was praying, hands clasped together and eyes
wide open, begging that she'd stop. That was as far as my
prayer got before she leaned hard to the left and fell on the
grass, about a yard away from me, and 1 sat up. ''Are you
okay?" 1 squeaked through the knot in my throat.
She sat up, too, before crawling over to me on her hands
and knees, the hood still over her head. "Ne'er been bedder,
baby" she said, "Ne'er bedder." Rising to her knees, she
dropped her purse, grabbed my shoulders, and pushed me
down onto my back. That's when 1 saw that it wasn't a hood
she was wearing-it was a habit, white-layered-on-black.
"N -Nun?" 1 stammered, her torso snaking onto the
couch. Brown, liquid eyes appeared above mine. Every one
of her eyelashes stood black against the linen skin beneath.
"Call me Mudder Superior," she drawled, placing rattling
hands on my face and tracing jagged circuits around my nose
and mouth with her right forefinger. I kept my eyes open when
she brought her face closer, her lips tasting like wet flannel as
she lowered hers to mine. My cheek muscles grew taut.
Jerking her head back, she stared at me, her brown eyes
even wider than before. She chuckled and said, "Bedder stop
'ere. Vow to keep." Backtracking across the grass, she picked
up her purse. "Dig the couch," she said, playing with the clasp
of her cloak. "Keep it 'ere and 1'11 be back." She laughedlouder this time-and began wobbling away.
"Wait!" I said, sitting up from my reverie, but she didn't
stop, and 1 didn't get up from the sofa, which l've left on the
lawn ever since.
So now, lying on the dead grass and immersed in fading
twilight, possible culprits filled my head. I remembered back
to last semester, around midnight in the middle of finals
week-I ran to my window when 1 heard someone revving
an engine outside. There they were, five or six slack-jawed
fratboys squatting in the back of a pickup truck, barreling
down the street with bowling balls held aloft over their heads.
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lt reminded me of those ancient cave paintings in Francethe Neanderthals hunting? They made a few bombing runs,
screaming "Sigma Psi! Sigma Psi!" and with each pass, I
heard the balls thud against the sofa before rolling down the
sidewalk. I surveyed the damage in the morning, and 1 was
downright proud. One of the wooden legs had been knocked
off, but the fabric still looked great, no rips or bulges. That's
my sofa-chick magnet, prizefighter. I reattached the leg with
screws and contact cement, and the fratboys never came back.
One of their bowling balls lay stuck in the complex's bushes,
and 1 keep it like a troph y in my bedroo m.
The Sigma Psi frat house was less than a mile away, so 1
decided to check it out. For the first time in my life, I wanted a
gun. Sigma Psi's house is impossible to miss, a two-story cubist's
dream covered in white stucco. Its incongruo us, box-shaped
rooms balance on top of a hill west of campus, like all of Los
Angeles' aborted building projects were dumped in a pile and
cemented together in Westwood. There's a long stairway up the
hill to their front door, and I took th em two at a time. I'll just
stare at whoever opens the door, I thought. I'll stare him down;
if he took my sofa, he'll be overridden by guilt and give it back.
Then I'll make the frat pay for steam cleaning.
1 confess hating fraternities. It's because of m y father,
who rushed a fraternity at U tab State. For initiation, the
fratboys took him up to the peaked second-story roof of
the frat house-naked-and tied a ten-foot rope around
his neck. My father wasn't blindfolded or anything, and he
watched them tie the other end of the rope to a cinder block.
The fratboys spun him around, away from the edge of the
roof, screaming at him that he'd have to trust his future
brothers with his life.
Now, while they were shouting, a different fratboy was
supposed to sneak behind the group and cut the rope in half;
they were all drunk, though, and nobody did. So the fratboy
in charge of the brick yelled something like, "Be careful who
you trust!" and threw the cinder block over the edge of the
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roof. The fratboys laughter was interrupted by my father's
head whipping back, followed by his body, and then they
were grabbing at his heels as he slid toward the edge of the
roof. They stopped hin1., sure, but they were so drunk that it
took them five minutes to unti e the rope, my dad choking the
entire time. The stunt got him in, though 1 can't believe he
still wanted to join.
1 banged o n a massive oak d oor at the top of the stairway.
There were footsteps inside, and a skinny, pale kid opened an
iron speakeasy-style slot in the door. His face was covered
with shaving cuts, and he held a piece of shredded toilet
paper in his left hand, dabbing at an excited slice on his neck.
"'Sup, dude," he said in his best surfer voice. "Uh, pledge
week's over, dude, sorry to say." That was funn y, I guess, and
he laughed; the braces on his teeth gave him a smile like a
whirring chainsaw. ''Yeah, and the costume party tonight is
for members and ladies only, sorry."
" I'm looking for my sofa," I began, "and 1 think someone
here may have taken it. It's yell ow with wooden legs, and 1
had it on the lawn ... "
"Oh yeah!" The kid was suddenly enthusiastic. "Brothers
had me yoink it for initiation, right before they paddled me
with golf cleats. Had to drag it back to the house buck naked,
dude! Some of our brothers threw basketballs at it last year,
and they knew where it was. Man, after two blocks, that sofa's
legs were jacked!"
"Two blocks! That's why you're the man!" someone
shouted from inside. "Sigma Psi!"
"Sigma Psi!" my host shouted back. "So, yeah, we needed
the sofa for the kegger tonight-all our furniture got broken
at the last one." He resumed doctoring his cuts.
1 hadn't expected this. "Golf cleats, huh?" 1 asked .
''You should see my butt, dude."
"J\h." 1 peered through the open slot. Over th e kid 's
sho ulder, 1 saw the sofa sitting towards the rear of the ho use,
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back by a sliding glass door that led onto an outdoor basketball
court. "Well, can l have my sofa back?" lt was worth a shot.
"No can do, man. Party's tonight. Oh!" he started,
smacking himself on the forehead, "l gotta get the brew,
dude!" He slammed the slot shut.
''And they threw bo1v!ing balls!" I shouted, pounding on
the door with my fist. "I've still got one!" No one answered
this time.
Sitti: ,:.i; down on the front porch of the frat house, I felt
my temples pound with blood and my feet begin to sweat.
The sun had set, and l looked at the moon rising over the
Hollywood Hills. Then an idea hit me like a ball-peen hammer.
I ran all the way from the frat house to my apartment and
threw open the door, panting. Dan sat studying on the living
room floor. "Did you find the couch?" he asked, stretching
his legs across the carpet.
"I need your dance costume," l said. "lt's for the sofa."
Dan shrugged. "Sorry, but l just dropped it off at the
dry cleaners. The leather was getting stiff with sweat." l
stood there, trying to regain my breath, my belly inflating and
collapsing like a croaking frog. Dan watched me for a minute
before saying, "Well, I do still have the loincloth."
I smiled for the first time that day. "I'll take it!" 1 shouted,
jumping in the air.
Dan recoiled slightly against the wall. "\Vhat gives?" he
asked. "What's it for?"
"Bastille Day, Dan. Liberation." He didn't blink.
''Just wash it before you give it back," he said, standing up.
1 followed him into his bedroom. As he pulled the
loincloth out of his dresser, 1 asked, "How did yo u prepare
for your Sun Dance? l mean, you picked a lot of potatoes,
but what else?"
He handed me the loincloth, and l cradled it in two
hands. "Well, 1 guess 1 just focused on my center." 1 raised
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an eyebrow. "The reason 1 was going. 1 concentrated on my
desire to dance, that rush 1 got whenever someone said the
words 'sun' and 'dance' together in a sentence. 1 don't know
how 1 got the urge, but it was there, and 1 made sure 1 never
lost sight of it. With that focus, nothing could've stopped me,
short of the government." He paused, then added, "And I
did take some salvia."
"What's that?" 1 asked.
"Salvia divormtm. It's an herb," he explained, "from
Mexico. 1 was going to use it during the Sun Dance. Isn't
traditional, but 1 wanted to be sure 1 got a vision. Believe me,
if you want some deep focus, salvia's the ticket. Nothing'll
phase you."
"It's not illegal, is it?" Dan said he didn't think so. "Hook
me up," 1 said. Dan went into the kitchen and returned with
a large brownie in a plastic bag.
"l baked it in-pretty nasty tasting by itself. Only eat
about a fourth," he said. "It's strong." He left, shutting the
door behind him, and 1 locked it. I picked up the plastic
bag and took out the brownie; it was a little larger than my
palm, and heavy for its size. For the first time that evening,
my stomach growled, and I realized l hadn't eaten anything since
I'd come home from school. So I ate the whole brownie.
The clock read 9:15 PM, and l figured the party would
be starting soon. I stripped off my clothes and tried tying on
the loincloth. At first, 1 strapped it on tightly, for modesty's
sake, but my immediate discomfort made me loosen it, letting
its midsection sag low and limp between my legs. (From the
front and back, it stiU wasn't terribly revealing.) 1 practiced
moving with it, striding around my bedroom, learning how
to move my legs and maintain maximum coverage. 1 even
did a few squats and jumping jacks for good measure-they
made me dizzy, enough to see splotches of light appear in
my vision. That wasn't normal, 1 thought, but I felt fine, so
1 threw open the bedroom door. Dan was sitting against the
wall, eating a bowl of cold cereal and watching TV.
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"\,VJow," Dan said, seeing me emerge. "l always wore
something underneath." He took a bite of cereal. "Sure you're
okay?" he mumbled.
"Never better, baby. If yo u wouldn't mind waiting up for
me, I'd appreciate it." Dan nodded. 1 felt better, even though
1 doubted the two of us could take on an entire fraternity. H e
turned back to his sitcom, and 1 walked out th e door, over the
dead spot on the grass, and toward the Sigma Psi house.
The party was audible at the bo ttom of the hiU; as 1
climbed the staircase, throbbing bass notes reached out from
the house, pushing against me. At the top, the oak door was
wide open, and the music coming from inside sounded like
an amplified blender. A fat bouncer in a tight black t-shirt
stopped me at the door.
"Gimme the handshake, brother," he demanded, slapping
his pudgy white hand against my ch est. lt knocked the wind
out o f me, and I tried not to Ainch.
" I'm no broth er," 1 said, shaking th e hand. " But l
am with the band." 1 still saw the splotches of light: they'd
turned orange.
"There's no band," the bouncer said, his Aabby face
moving closer. ''We got a DJ" His breath hit me like onionAavored fog.
"WeU," 1 stammered, "you've got a band coming, too.
And if we have to haul our equipment all the way down the
405, we're going to get paid. Who's in charge here, you?"
The bouncer stepped back, his pupils bouncing from side
to side. "Nab, man, some skinny dude," he said quickl y. ''l'Ugo
get him. Stay here!" he barked, disappearing into the house.
1 took a deep breath and stepped over the threshold into
the noise. The air was a pudding of rap-metal and marijuana
smoke; I sensed movement all around me, but m y eyes hadn't
adjusted to the darkness yet. Staggering forward, feeling my
way with arms outstretched, my fin gers poked into soft Resh.
"Dude!" a deep, male voice shouted, and an oaken hand
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clasped around my throat, lifting me onto the balls of my feet.
l couldn't make out the guy's shape; the more I squinted, the
more my eyes burned from the smoke. The grip got tighter,
and white Light flickered around the periphery of my vision.
The splotches turned purple and began to spin, cyclone-like.
I tried to speak, but I gagged and spit saLiva on the hand,
which squeezed harder. I think I heard the guy say " . .. try
that again," but I couldn't be sure. The veins in my forehead
throbbed. Finally, I grabbed onto the guy's hairy forearm (my
hands barely fit around it), hung on it, and swung my foot up,
estimating where his crotch would be. M y big toe rammed his
zipper and I knew I'd won the lottery.
He grunted, his breathing audible over the music. I fell
to the floor, along with a beer bottle and a fat cigar. I could
see a Little now, and I scrambled on all fours across the floor
of the house to get away. The splotches stopped spinning.

It was the closest I'd ever come to being in a riot. People
in togas-the costume of choice for most, it seemedreverberated off the walls like trapped moths in a bell jar.
Everyone had a beer in hand, forty-ounce bottles, and many
wore baseball hats with beer funnels attached to tl1e top and
foamy tubes extending down to their moutl1s. On one side of
the main room, a closet gaped open, and several revelers were
helping themselves to its contents, throwing rolls of toilet
paper. A few rolls of toilet paper hit the rotating ceiling fan,
ricocheting like pinballs.
The DJ ruled the scene. His PA equipment, set in the
nortl1east corner of the room, could've easily announced
football games at the Rose Bowl; the speakers were seven feet
tall, easy. He ran two turntables at once, walking the records
back and forth with his fingertips, scratching them on the
needles, rippling the air in waves of static and cat-like vocals.
If that didn't make the Greeks bounce harder, he'd shake up
a can of malt Liquor and spray it into the room-I watched
the dancers lick it off their lips.
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Once my eyes fully adjusted to the dark, l fixed my gaze
on the sofa; it was still by the back door, and a couple in
togas was rolling around on it, lashing each other with their
tongues. They'd balanced a bottle of Jack Daniel's on the
armrest, and 1 winced as a dancer knocked it over, spilling all
its contents into an absorbent cushion (and the couple, who
didn't flinch).
I walked up to the DJ, ducking in behind his speakers. " You
got a mic?" 1 screamed into his ear. He nodded. "Someone
left their Porsche's lights on. You mind?" 1 continued, holding
my hand toward the microphone.
"Nah," he screamed back. "I gotta whiz, anyway." He
started to leave, but he stopped and said, "Put on another
song when this one's over-can't let the crowd stop, man."
I thumbed through the records and pulled out "Three
Dollar Bill, Y'all" by Limp Bizkit; it should do the trick. The
music was winding down, so I loaded the album. Grabbing
the microphone, I climbed on top of the PA speaker; it was
so tall, I couldn't stand upright. ("Check out th e Indian!"
someone screamed from the dance floor.) The room began
slowly rotating, and my mouth tasted like coinage. Foms, ]
told myself. 1 felt pinpricks below my ankles where my feet
had been.
"Brothers and sisters!" ] bellowed into the microphone,
my voice echoing off the drywall. "Have you come to party?"
The crowd roared; 1 assumed it was in approval.
"Well, then," 1 continued, "do yo u like to mosh?"
Their voices made the house tremble.
"Rock on!" l couldn't keep from grinning, in spite of
the oscillating room. "Now, mryone can float their girlfriend,"
1 began, and several party-goers did, "and anyone can float
a frat pledge." A body went flying through the sliding-glass
door. "But only a select few can float. .. can float ... " 1 stuttered
in anticipation, " th -th -the sofa!" 1 pointed at it; the couple on
top was still going strong, oblivious to the gathering crowd
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around them. "J\re you ready?!" 1 shrieked, dropping the
needle onto the record. "Can 1 get a 'so-fa-Aoat'?"
"So-fa -Aoat!" the crowd began to chant in rhythm with
the song. And, with their chanting, the splotches disappeared.
My ankles sprouted feet. Standing on top of the speaker, 1
could see the party-goers' faces in detail, the shadowed
creases, the moonlit cheekbones, the shining teeth in their
idiotic smiles. They picked the sofa up and dumped the
resident couple off, garbage truck-like, onto the Aoor, before
tossing the sofa in the air, higher and higher until it scraped
plaster off the ceiling.
"To the front door!" 1 ordered over the music, pointing
to the entryway. "Now!" The throng oozed toward the door,
picking up any party-goers who stood in their way. I leapt
from behind the PA and walked before them, feeling like
Moses directing a marching band. 1 ran out the door and
stood on the porch. Circ1ing my hands around my mouth, I
yelled "Keep coming!" and beckoned them onward.
Someone ran into me from behind, knocking me to
my knees, and 1 looked up. That skinny kid-the same guy
I'd met that afternoon, except now he was wearing a black
pleated skirt and carrying a plastic sword-stood between
me and the crowd, which was struggling to wedge the sofa
through the doorjamb. "You!" he hissed as 1 rose.
"The sororities arc all down the street," l said.
"l'm William Wallace, the Scottish warrior!" he shouted,
his pasty face red and twisted. He pointed his sword at
me. "You stay here-I'm calling the ... " His sentence was
interrupted by a loud crack, and the sofa burst through the
doorjamb. "Stop!" he cried, turning to face the approaching
mob. "We need that!" The revelers kept coming, their chant
of Soja-float, so/a-float growing increasingly louder as they
drew close, nearly drowning out the heavy metal blaring from
inside the house.
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"Brothers and sisters, listen to what 1 say!" 1 shouted,
drawing myself up as tall as 1 could. The crowd jostled to
a halt. "You are impressive, indeed!" They cheered. "Now,
prove yourselves further-how long can you last? Just down
the stairs?"
"No!" they bellowed, holding the vowel out long and clear.
"Only to the end of the street?"
"No!" It was a challenge, a declaration of war.
"Then on to where that sofa rightly belongs! Crush the
pale cross-dresser, and follow me to your destiny!"
They marched toward the stairway. The skinny guy stood
directly in their way, waving his sword, but it was no usethe crowd shoved him to the ground and pelted him with
beer bottles. As we descended the stairs, 1 saw a pickup truck
approaching. Running ahead of the group, I flagged it down.
"ls this the Sigma Psi party?" the driver asked. He didn't
have a costume, but 1 noticed several kegs of beer in the back
of the truck.
I nodded. "It was. I need your truck-just drive straight
down the street until 1 tell you to stop." The driver agreed,
and I hopped in the back, Finding a place to stand amid the
kegs. There was a keg tap rolling around in the truck-bed,
and I held it aloft like a scepter. "Turn up the radio!" I yelled
to the driver. ''Anything heavy! Show me what this baby can
do!" The truck fairly hopped with the stereo. I banged on a
keg with the tap, keeping time with the radio, my loincloth
billowing in the humid breeze. The crowd followed my steel
rhythm in a lockstep march.
"So-fa float, so-fa float!" they chanted.
The stars shone like grinning children's faces, and the
moon was close enough to grab with a baseball mitt. Curious
neighbors crept from their houses and apartments, warily
eying my army as we passed. "Join us!" l invited, my arms
outstretched. A trickle of people soon became a stream, and
our ranks grew until we stretched across the entire width
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of the street. Droplets of whiskey cascaded from the soggy
cushions, glowing red in the truck's taillights. The marchers
underneath the sofa craned their necks to catch the drops on
their tongues.
We reached my apartment, and l hopped out of the
truck, ordering the crowd to drop the sofa in the street. The
driver parked his truck on the side of the road. The crowd
was silent now, circling around me and the sofa. I looked
at my sofa-two legs had been ripped off, leaving craters.
Gently, 1 slid my hand over the back of the sofa, the armrests,
and my fingers stuck together with spilled alcohol. My head
hung low, like a half-deflated helium balloon. I turned to the
truck driver, who watched from his open window. "Heat up
the cigarette Lighter," I said. Then, louder, to the crowd, I
said, "Tonight, we party, but morning always comes. Andyo11
can go home. But for over two years," I continued, facing a
different section of the circle, "this sofa has been my home,
my place-and I'll be homeless soon." The truck driver held
out the lighter, and 1 pinched it between two fingers. "Because
it's time to send the sofa home." Holding the lighter out at
arm's length, 1 touched the throbbing red coil to the sofa. The
latent whiskey detonated like napalm, covering the couch in a
tapestry of blue Aame, painting icy shadows on the asphalt.
There was a tap on my shoulder. "I never thought you'd
do that," Dan said, shuffling his moccasins on the pavement.
The entire sofa burned now; Rames leapt ten feet into the air,
and my cheeks radiated a sweaty heat.
"l guess I'll let the grass grow back." Dan smiled. 1 heard
police sirens approaching in the distance, yet nobody in the
circle moved. "l know we're missing the hooks," 1 said to
Dan, "but I've got the sun, if you want it."
Dan laughed. "Okay," he said, and began stretching out
his arms and legs. 1 had a thought.
"Where are you, my followers?" 1 yelled to the crowd.
"Send the sofa home with joyful noise!"
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"So-fa-Roat," they began aga10, pumpmg their fists 10
the air.
"Keep it going!" l bellowed. Dan bobbed his head along
with the crowd's grunting.
"Not a bad rhythm. 1 think it'll work," he said, peeling
off his t-shirt. We both stretched our open palms to the sky.
"Follow me," he instructed. Dan threw his head back and
tapped the ground with his right foot before stamping his
left. Slowly at first, then riding the crowd's rhythm, I started
to dance.

JEFrERY

T UCKER has alternately been an actor, a missionary, a guitarist, a
businessman, and a teacher. Now he devotes his time to writing and his gradu ate
studies, which, luckily, coincide. Jeffrey enjoys writing work that explores the
role of form in fiction, which is, he Sa)'S, "fun."
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Interviews
B11J s English Department sponsors a reading series, mvttmg local a11d
national a11thors to share their work with students. 011r staff had the
opporltmiry to meet with and interview marry of these authors. This is a
compilation ef their res11lts.
We'd also h"ke to thank Susan Howes poetty workshop Jor their co11trib11tio11s.

INTERVIEWS
Inscape Staff and Featured Authors

The Creative Process
l NSCAPI•:

Could you walk us through your writing process and tell
us what it's like when you're sitting down to write a poem?

}w
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When poems come to me, usually a line will just happen
to come into my head. Then I probably have no idea what it
means. And so I'll write that down, and then-it varies. I try
to work every day, but that often isn't productive. A poem
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will take me anywhere from an hour to twelve years to do.
For example, there's a poem in my book six lines long
that took twelve years to write, while the long poem in my
book took only 45 minutes, which is amazing.

l used to write for six hours a day, every day. I'd get up at
about five in the morning and l would go from six until noon.
Then I would read poetry from noon until six at night, and
I would read it all out loud so that I could feel the rhythms. I
wanted to be able to feel [Wallace] Stevens-which is probably
why there's so much of Stevens in my work, because I read
so much of him in grad school. Then once a poem begins
to take shape, 1 send it to Kim Johnson. She can be really harsh,
which is cool, that's good because I wouldn't want to publish a
bad poem. I've published bad poems; they don't go away.
S1\Iv\11 DUFFY

I'm really curious about your creative process from the
inception of the poem to the end.
Gr-:oRCE Bn ,cmu-;:

It used to be that I'd have a special time early in the
morning, like six to seven-thirty or eight, but I got tired of
that routine. About six or seven years ago, l shifted it so that
now l set off chunks of time: l'm a teacher, sol get summer
vacation and winter vacation.
I go to cafes and write. J\nd that's so much more
interesting than you sitting in your living room all by yourself.
I will sit down in the morning with a cup of tea and I look
out the window and 1 think, [,f:/hat did I see in the last Jeiv dqys
that sort of provoked my mriosiry, nry interest, that kind of stmk in nry
mind? Oh yeah, yesterdqy, JJJhen I bought a 1JeJvspaper at the dmg store,
J stepped out onto the side1valk and there 1vas a dead bird. ,r ,,hat do J
make qf that? Whats a dead bird doing there? A nd JJJhat a poignant
sight-this fragile little thing JJJith all these people rushing back and
forth parking and b,!Jing st!iff. theres the little dead bird.
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And so, I just start playing around with these ideas. I have
an artist's sketch pad. It's this big thing, unLined, and it's the
perfect thing to work on because you'll think, this is the line
1 think I want, but this alternative occurs to me and I can put
it over there-maybe I'll go back and use that. Then you go
through the whole thing and sketch it out, and you've got the
main poem there on the right and some ideas that you didn't
want to throw out here on the left. It might have taken an
hour to do it and then I'm through with it. I will not go back
to it until the weekend when I'll type it up on the computer
and start fooling around with revision and so forth.
lNSU ,P E

When you sit down to write, how do you tap into your
personal voice each time?

RAc, 11-:L
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1 think that an individual voice or style takes a long time
to achieve and is not totally a matter of will. 1 think it takes
years of experience as well as talent. An awful lot of poetry
doesn't have very much of an individual voice. But when
I'm sitting down to write, I don't let myself be bothered by,
"Does this sound Like me? ls it my voice?" 1 just try to get
something down on paper. And often it looks like a total
mess; it's illegible. Flannery O'Conner, the wonderful novelist,
said, "My first drafts look like a chicken wrote them." Well, so
do mine.
So where does my voice come in? Part of the answer is
in the process of revision. I've gotten much better at revising
as I've gotten older. And the other thing is, maybe my voice
was there all along in those illegible lines-something in my
own vocabulary or syntax-and 1 just didn't worry about
it at the time. 1 think poetry is often a process of revising,
but when we are talking to each other, we don't worry about
the words, they just come out-it would take too long if we
shaped every sentence to be perfect.
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l N SCl\l'E

What arc your inspirations? ls there a particular time and
place that you write?
PAT MADDE N

I'll start backwards. I get inspiration everywhere, I guess.
Or I look for it everywhere. J\ lot of times 1 go to readings by
other writers and catch inspiration there. Last Friday I went to
a reading by Katie Coles. She talked about astronomers in all
their hurry to get information and detail everything. She said
something like, "I hope they remember just to gaze," and I've
been dealing with some astronomers lately and so 1 thought
that was a good idea. "The ever-divisible photon" works into
an essay I'm already writing, which is about divisibility and
approximation. But basically when I want to write an essay
it's something that l'm interested in learning more about.
Perhaps a bit confused by, and hopcfulJ y something I want to
connect to other things. AU the essays I've written lately are
about connections through ideas or words.
lNSCAPE

When do you know a poem is a poem? Or, when do you
know a poem is going to be a good poem?
SU SAN HOWE

Generally, you just have to work on them. Sometimes you
can get a poem right in the first sequence of writing; sometimes
you have to come back to it after several months or even
a year. You might think it's done, then look at it after a long
time and realize the ending is wrong or something.
l've found that an event or experience that seizes my
imagination and that l think about over and over and over
has the best chance of becoming a poem-if the idea's in
my head and l think about it for a week, two weeks, a month,
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before 1 start writing.
Before an actual writing session 1 like to read because
it moves me over into the creative realm, especially if 1 read
good poems because they challenge me to write up to their
level. To start a new poem 1 take scratch paper and 1 just
write down language-all the language that suggests itself to
me as necessary to discuss the subject, to embody the subject
in a poem. Not even sentences, just phrases or single words
that evoke various concerns the issue raises. 1 don't write the
words in a linear fashion but alJ over the page. Then 1 spread
all that language out in front of me and try to construct the
poem.
After l get that first draft, 1 put it away and come back
to it at a later session, look at it, and see what needs to be
different. Once I've taken the poem as far as I can, I give it to
my writing group for their critique. They make suggestions,
and I continue to revise from there. Sometimes after the
writing group I think ouch!-this poem is too broken to fix,
but about half the time can keep working and know what to
do.
l NSCA P E

ln your stories you incorporate humor, and incorporate
it well How do you write "funny"? ls it an innate sense, or
is it something that can be learned, or both?
]ErF TUC K ER

I've often found that the harder I try to make something
funny, the greater chance I run of faiijng in my goal-that is,
my goal of creating a sophisticated work of fiction.
See, many people can write a story that is laugh-out-loud,
ha-ha, knee-slapping funny. Think of a silly character, think of
a contrived plot, think of a zany host of supporting characters,
and voila! You've got a story that can get some chucklesbut not much else. Stephen Tuttle, a friend of mine, often uses
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the word "coy" to describe this kind of humor, humor that
occurs when the author knows he's being funny, the audience
knows that the author's trying to be funny, and there's a lot of
winking and elbow-nudging going on.
Such humor has its place, and 1 realize that "Couching
Westwood" comes dangerously close to matching the
aforementioned "ha-ha" description. Lately, though, I feel
that the best humor arises in a story when humor isn't the
overt goal because some of the best humor comes out of
serious situations. That's the humor that interests me more
now, that kind of "you had to have been there" humor that
allows for a brief respite from the seriousness of the story
without distracting from the story's intent.
lN SC1\PE

In your poems you tackle some risky topics-love,
marriage, religious devotion, etc.-and you pull them
off gracefully, without pit-falling into the maudlin or the
sentimental. How do you do that? How do you poeticize about
the emotional world without coming off too emotional?
ANNA LEWJS

For me the key is knowing who my audience is. ln my
head my audience is never academia or even other poets. It's
just an average guy. Sometimes I imagine him as a struggling
fisherman who only graduated from high school. So if I
am going to write a love poem, it's got to be one that he
can somehow enjoy. I think that is why my poetry tries to
be funny. A fisherman can always appreciate a funn y joke.
The trick is to keep the fisherman's attention while yo u try to
say something profound. When I forget about my audience
I quickly sink into sentimental abstraction. If my fisherman
ever saw what I wrote in that mood he'd probably throw up.
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l NSC: r\PE

l think yo ur poem s showcase yo ur eye (and ear) for
imagery and metaphor; l'm consistently impressed with their
freshness and ease. ln a lot of writers' work, freshness comes
at the expense of ease, or vice versa. lf you would, then, take
me through your process of creating an image or a metaphor.
More generally, how do you achieve originality in a poem
without falling prey to the trying-too-hard-ness that claims
so many young writers?
MI C! IAEL J UDD

Some writers create images and metaphors, 1 suppose.
Others find images or stumble across them. 1n my poems, the
images and metaphors usually sneak their way in. Perhaps that
is the source of freshness: my poems avoid "trying-too-hardness" because they rarely try at all to pin down an image. When
writing a poem, 1 begin with a peculiar phrase, a fascinating
word, a rhythm or a form, rather than with an image.
1 have focused on th e technical elements and allowed the
meaning to enter naturally. Being an artist has less to do with
being able to find th e right image, 1 think, and more to do
with how the image is expressed and incorporated.
l NSC,\ l'J •:

During your reading you said most of your story ideas
are just in your head-"what ifs." Do they start to naturally
morph into more fully formed stories, or do you devote highly
concentrated thought to each idea in order for it develop?
Are you constantly nurturing different story ideas, or do you
stick to one until you've worked it out?
LOUISE P LUMMER

My ideas usually come in the form of a character who
has a problem; depending on the seriousness of the book, it
could be a doozy (like she's fifteen and pregnant) or it could
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be minor as problems go (she's in love with her class president
and his best friend is her boyfriend). l usuall y think about this
character for a while-how l can get the m axim um tension
out of her character and the situation. Getting a character
into a mess is the easy part. Getting them out of the mess in
any kind of beUevable way is more difficult.
In the case of th e yo ung ad ult novel, a writer needs to
make sure that adults don't just come in and make everything
all right. The character has to resolve her own dilemmas, or
readers, even young readers, will just throw the book against a
wall. There comes a point in every book-the middle-when
it gets hard. You know the beginning and you know something
about the end, but connecting the dots is hard work.

Poets on Poetry
I NSCAPE

What do you think is wrong with contemporary poetry?
] O IIN TALBOT

Well, most of it is bad just because I think very few good
poems get written in any period of time. That is to say, what's
wrong with co ntemporary poetry is probably not specific to
thi s period. It may be th at we have the illusion that other
periods are better precisely because the winnowing process
isn't complete and so what's presented to us in the pages of
books and anthologies is often the best of what was written
in a particular time, and what besets us on bookshelves now is
simply an unedited flood. I'm skeptical abo ut the emergence
of really good poems. I think they're rare for any individual
person or for any period in history.
I do get the sense that with contemporary poetry a
couple of things have gone wrong. One of those things is that
technical accomplishment has gone out the window, and as a
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result a great deal of musicality has gone out of verse. 1 think
one of the pleasures of poetry is that it moves you into the
realm of sort of musicality, but a lot of verse that 1 read just
strikes me as very prosey and doesn't have strong rhythmic
basis. The lines seem arbitrary to me. Whereas someone who
couldn't play a chord would not deign to go out and presume
to entertain us, people who can't do the poetic equivalent of
those things do presume to write books.

If 1 were to say what else strikes me as wrong about
poetry these days, it's that there's a sense that absolutely
anything goes-absolute complete diversity.
The third thing is a collective amnesia that everybody
seems to be undergoing where we forget about the past.
Literature, perhaps poetry in particular, ministers to our need
for continuity and continuance of long memories. Much of the
poetry written today doesn't seem to go back much farther than
197 4. lt doesn't seem to be connected to or participating in a
tradition. Or it seems to have the notion that to be participating
in tradition is to be dogmatic and limited, whereas it is just
the opposite.
INSC/\PE

You're a person who's devoted a good deal to the writing,
studying, and teaching of poetry. What value does poetry
have for you? What is the value of poetry?

J1w HOl'LER
Poetry for me is intricately tied to religion. So for me,
writing is a type of prayer. It's a big part of my life, as far as
that goes, a huge spiritual part.
The value of poetry in general? I think that it puts us in
touch with our humanity and provides a means by which we
can confirm our humanity in a time period that is marked by
chaos and uncertainty and a real dehumanization.
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Advice to Writers
lNSCr\ PI •:

What advice would you give to a poet just starting out?
AGl MISIIOL

1 think first of aU, if you are a yo ung poet, you should
read a lot-see how masters did it and learn. Writing
goes together with reading. Don't hurry to workshops,
but find a poetry friend whom you trust, someone who
sees what you can become, not just what you are now.
Remember that it is a long way with lots of tests, but I
believe that if you are a real poet your destiny will lead you.
lN SC/\PE

Do you have any advice for aspiring writers on ways to
get started?
PAT MADDEN

Everybody's curious about something. 1 think that
curiosity is the number one necessary characteristic-to
walk around looking for interesting things. Writing is a way
of sustaining curiosity and thought and pulling it out. Often
we're satisfied with "hmm" and we go along with our Lives.
And we probably have to do that most of the time because
we're busy with important things, but in the essay you take
those "hmm"s and you convert them into something big.
You start to investigate experiences and how they connect
to that idea, look for quotes and for what others have said in
the past, and find those connections. I'd say that half m y time
writing is spent reading.
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l NSC ;\l'I •:

Could you impart any words of wisdom to aspiring writers?

Lou1s1•: PLUMMER
lf yo u want to be a writer, then write. lf yo u have no
confidence, take writing classes and see where you come
out. Are you as good or better than others in the class? Most
writers have to spend time learning their craft. Don't get so
caught up with writers' conferences and networking that you
end up knowing everything there is to know abotttwriting, but
you still don't write. You have to sit on your behind and write.
There is no magic. There is no other way. Then you have to
find someone who will publish what you write, but there's no
point thinking about it if you haven't written anything to sell.
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Artists
JULIE CAHOON was born in Colorado and spent her whole life there until

her college days at BYU. She was very indecisive about her major until she
took an art class and decided to move her life in that direction. In April
2003 she was accepted into the art program at BYU. After her mission to
Scotland she refocused toward industrial desil,>n and is currently working as the
graphic <lesih111er at the Daily Universe.
ASHLEY C1 IRISTENSEN was born and raised in Provo, Utah. She served a

mission in Uruguay and is a painting major and English minor at BYU. She likes
skiing, bookbinding, writing poetry, and having friends.
McK.AY CHRISTENSEN graduated from Spanish !iork 11.igh School in 2000.

He enjoys anything musical and plays brass instruments and the guitar. He likes
an\'thing outdoors. I le works at RoboTronics in Springville, Utah, fixing robots
and working on their webpage. He is an Industrial Design Major at BYU.

A.

DFMOS is a senior majoring in Studio Art and will graduate with her
BFt\ in December 2006. She grew up in the DC area and finished her high
school years in Pennsylvania. After obtaining an Ml.-1\ in painting in grad uate
school, she plans to continue her painting career where she will continue to
use her husband, Jo hn, and daughter, Zoe, as models. She currently works
illustrating intermediate level readers.

JONl •:TJ'I •: J1 •:NK INS is twenty-seven years old. A sophomore in the Industrial

Desil-,'11 Major, she was born and raised 'l 'ucson, 1\ rizona. Jonette is the youngest
of seven chiklrcn and served a mission in Tacoma, Washington.
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lNSCAPr•: is a student-run journal that publishes students' creative writing. We
welcome submissions in the f-irst half of fall and winter semesters.

SUBMISSIONS must be e-mailed as Word attachments to inscapebyu@gmail.

com. In the body of the email please include the following information: author's
name, phone number, address, and e-mail address, as well as the title of the work
and its genre (s hort fiction, poetry, nontiction, drama).
ART SUBMISSIONS must be submitted on a CD or through e-mail, scanned

at 300 DPI or higher, and saved as a T IFF image. Art submissions may include
photography, paintings, drawings, digital art, etc.
AUTHORS/ ARTISTS will be notified of the staff's decision concerning their

submission by the encl of the semester.
EMAIL all questions about guidelines to inscapebyu@gmail.com.

